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Max Victor Alper		
Geometric Nude #1		
Geometric Nude #4		

Brooklyn, NY				
Mixed media 	16x20 (framed)
Mixed media 	16x20 (framed)

maxalvision@yahoo.com

$450		
$450

These images celebrate the beauty of the human form. The figures are viewed in a landscape or in an
architectural setting. Emphasis is placed on the mood contrast of light and shadow as well as the geometric patterns created by the natural or the man-made elements, producing a pictorial rhythm. Many figures are active
within the setting; some are dominated by it; and others are indifferent to it. This interaction explores concepts
of physicality and self.
The series moves in another direction in the “Geometric Nudes,” as the environment is replaced by a
formal geometric shape (such as a square, circle, or triangle) that defines and limits the spatial relationships.
Again, some figures are passive while others attempt to break out of their prescribed boundaries. These images
are visual statements about the tension between internal and external forces and also about confinement and
freedom.

Geometric Nude #1

Geometric Nude #4
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Bina Altera			
Looney Bin
Faith		

acrylic lift   
acrylic

Brooklyn, NY				

8x8”  nfs
8x8”  nfs

galtera@sva.edu

The work starts with an exploration of surveillance. The theme is derived from the theatrics of putting
evidence together, a hand written letter ripped in half, a hat left at a scene of a crime or a witness lurking about.
These different bits of evidence act as signatures of the subject.
In the early 1900’s photographic identification was a prideful institution refined to a science. Alphonse
Bertillon, chief of the Service of Judicial Identity in the Paris Prefecture Police, had perfected a means of photographing the theater of crime using wide angle lenses on cameras, large apertures and tripods with legs that can
be extended to form a high tent–like scaffold over the scene of the crime. Viewed from a high point, that photographic image provided an interpretation of the crime scene related to current ideas with regards to surveillance.
The concept investigates patterns of individual isolation. From a madman to his victims, both were relegated to
spaces of exclusion, actual or conceptual.
The body of work focuses on still life, theatrical scene, and mood. This is performed with imagery that
has the ability to initiate the recall of an actual event. Often images are put together which seemingly have no
relation, yet when juxtaposed they provoke a unique interpretation. Whether elements are scanned into a computer, electronically manipulated or digitally photographed, they are all put together in a precariously balanced
puzzle creating a feeling of movement. With each analysis the story grows and allows for poetic interpretation.
The interpolation or extrapolation requires the audience to perform as the detective.

Looney Bin

Faith
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Keliy Anderson-Staley		

Queens, NY					

keliyas@gmail.com

The Baking Pan Series: A Family Portrait (2001) Silver Emulsion on Metal
Size variable, but last time it was installed it was 7 baking pans across each with 5 inches between pans and 5
pans down with 5 inches between.  $8,000 for entire series
The Baking Pan Series: A Family Portrait, although hung in a rigid grid and readable as a narrative, is a non-linear, fragmentary family history.  As a single entity, the project is a “posed” family portrait that includes time as
one of its dimensions.  To produce the work, old and rusted baking pans, with their obvious domestic connotations, were treated with photographic chemicals and had images and text exposed onto them.  The images are a
mix of recent photographs of my family and old found family snapshots.  A number of untreated pans, and even
one whose center has rusted out entirely, have also been integrated into the grid to signify the biological father I
never met and who is only known to me as a figure in a single out-of-focus photograph.   When  the pans are all
hung in their planned grid, these empty pans create negative space and a counterpoint to the portraits.  The work
as a whole suggests the attempt of memory to construct meaning and order out of fragments, and to constitute a
single family out of the diverse individuals that comprise it.  
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Madeleine Hope Arthurs		

New York, NY		

mharthurs@yahoo.com

Mother and Child Giclee Print           18” x 24”         $200       
18” x 24”
   $200
Merrily Around     Giclee Print
A lot of the surface of the planet Earth has been transformed into urban environments with man made objects
and people everywhere.   The photographs I am submitting, work as a series of images, some capturing the
beauty  and some the waste of the environments that surround me.  
In my art I am fragmenting environments that surround me, exploring the subjective, and unique moments of
existence.   Life to me is not just its realistic recognizable moments, but also the reflections, distortions, repetitions, abstractions, themes, oppositions, voids, blur, focus, and improvisations that are captured in the mind
from a minute, an hour, a day, a month, a year or many years of experience and observation.   I take my own
photographs of each specific location I explore.  Through the use of special lenses and through digital “painting,” that is, manipulating my photographs on the computer, I aim to create ineffable and escaping images that
are like life, memories, and dreams.
The digital manipulated photographs, in editions of 12 giclee prints, were all made in 2004.  They measure 27”
x 40” but can also be printed smaller or larger on request.  The ink and the paper are archival.  The photographs
themselves exist as a series; they echo and
escape into each other.

Mother and Child
Merrily Around
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Christine Bailey		

Baltimore, MD				

baileychristine@mac.com

Untitled, 2003
292 digitally altered snapshots 4” x 6” ea/ installation dimensions vary, $10 each

For the past several years I have been downloading other people’s snapshots from the web. The images for
this project were taken from personal homepages, organizational websites, and online photo albums. Over the
subjects in these photos, I have crudely pasted my own alter ego (me in blond wig and blank expression) and
reprinted the digital images as snapshots. The resulting piece is a wacky grouping of pictures of me (alter ego)
as all of these banal situations and spectacular narratives. I am intrigued by the eerie sameness in this endless
collection of online images, and the emptiness in so many moments drained of memory and difference.  The
work explores issues of privacy and celebrity, of sameness and difference and is an attempt (at once ironic and
sincere) to find greater self awareness by surrendering to a willful self alienation and narcissistic impulse.



Jason Baldwin			
Untitled 2 Digital Print  

Sun Pictures to Mega-Pixels Catalogue

Evansville, IN				
18” x 14” framed

json82@hotmail.com

         $500

Do we look as old as we feel?
Do we feel as old as we look?
My work is an observation of the physical and metaphysical affects of aging. My objective is to create a
body of work that conveys my deterioration and reconstruction of identity through the metamorphosis of growing up.
The process of aging is a cycle we all go through. The steps in which one goes through to maturity and
the influence it has on our mind and body is limitless. Our society does not take kindly to the old, or for that
matter, older looking. We see the  decline of our physical outer-shells as a loss of social identity. This loss then
transcends into our conscience as we feel a greater loss of “self.”
The work is comprised of digital photographs taken over the course of several months, documenting certain instances when I felt a loss of identity or ?self? through changes in my physical appearance and the affects
of those changes on my psyche. These photos were then taken into Adobe Photoshop and layered on top of each
other to show the correlation between the mind and the body, or how I feel about aging as opposed to how aging
has affected my body. This is accomplished by photographing myself using two viewpoints, seeing through the
eyes of the onlooker and seeing through my eyes. The correspondence between the layered images creates compositions not bound by the exactness of the moment but by the illusion of the loss and reconfiguration of time.
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Aileen Bassis		

North Bergen, NJ				

aileenbassis@hotmail.com

Mom’s Madhouse (??)
Coming and Going   Altered book w/digital photos,paint         8 x 12 x 6”    $600
Years Ago   Altered book w/digital photos, paint
  8 x 11 x 4”      $600
Something Wrong   Altered book w/digital photos, paint      9 x 11 x 4”    $600

I’ve been creating photo based work in printmaking, book arts and installation.
My work is content driven and centers around issues from disease, violence, hatred, anti-Semitism, child abuse,
psychiatric drugs for children, racial and social inequality, war, immigration, the Holocaust. I look at all these
issues as my own particular concerns that spiral into the political and general social realm. Most recently I’ve
been very involved in my mother’s care and I’ve been creating a group of work on the subject of aging and dementia. The text uses my mother’s words. I insert digital photos and text into old books and rework their structure into a sculpture that progressively unfolds from the cover to the open pages.  
Years Ago

Something Wrong

Coming and Going
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Alyson Belcher		

San Francisco, CA			

Self-Portraits All: Gelatin silver print, 8x10, $450.00

alysonbelcher@sbcglobal.net

My work combines pinhole photography with improvisational performance, and stems from the idea that
everything we experience is stored somewhere in our bodies.  Movement is one way to access and give visual
form to what lies beneath the surface of the skin.  Our bodies are constantly communicating with us, but we
rarely take the time to listen.  The making of this work is an exercise in paying attention and staying present in
the body.
Because of the unpredictable nature of pinhole photography, there is no way to really know how an image will turn out. I don’t begin with a clearly defined idea and I don’t mark out my placement ahead of time.
The images often reveal stories that may or may not have been known to me previously.  That doesn’t mean that
they aren’t my stories.  Often the body remembers what the mind has forgotten.
The Camera
The pinhole camera is low tech; it is the most basic tool for making a photographic image.  There is no
lens to interfere with the light as it travels from the subject to the film.  I use my body to ‘paint’ light onto the
film.  Because there is no viewfinder through which to preview the image, it’s a relatively blind process.
The element of time in pinhole photography allows something to arise that might never be revealed by
modern photographic technology. The long exposure times give me an opportunity to explore the space in front
of the camera. I may have the impulse to move, or I may chose to remain still—although the body is never completely still, and even the smallest movements leave traces on the film.
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Roberto Bocci			

Bruce Mckaig 00
Evan Reed 0

Arlington, VA			

19x19 in, waxed pigmented print
19x19 in, waxed pigmented prints

$800
$800

rb48@georgetown.edu		

Samples is a series of digital photographic works that investigate the human body as a site of artistic and
formal exploration.  The project shares similarities with medical imagery where parts of the body are seen in
isolation.  Notions of fragmentation and displacement have been recurrent themes in my work.  ‘Samples is also
an idiosyncratic portrait series in which the human model is a mere starting point for the creation of metaphoric
images that suggests organic living forms.
The production of  Samples has involved the utilization of a mixed media approach including sculptural
casting techniques, high resolution digital photography and output to archival ink jet printer.  In the initial stages
of ‘Samples a series of molds of human body parts were created.  A semi-fluid silicone material was then poured
in the molds to create small translucent sculptural forms (Samples imprints).  The imprints’ surface and form
retains a perfect resemblance to the rich and multi-faceted shapes and surface of the human body.  In the final
stage of  Samples the silicone imprints are suspended by a mechanical prop and photographed.  Custom lighting
techniques were used to provide an ideal means to manipulate the quality and quantity of the light.  
Lighting techniques have been central to my artistic practice.  In the past I have used light to manipulate,
transform and construct new formal entities that have only a slight resemblance (if any) to the original subject. I
consider light a three-dimensional physical medium that allows for the creation of complex images and compositions. I use light to transform the subject, here, the body, into a new physical state.

Self-Portrait 2B

Self-Portrait 75B

Self-Portrait 8C

Self-Portrait 18B

Self-Portrait 4C

Bruce Mckaig 00

Evan Reed 0
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Susan Bowen		
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Brooklyn, NY				

Running from Dick Tator Ship Digital C-Print, 36x12.5
Houston Roller Coaster
Digital C-Print, 36x12.5

$450
$450

suebowen@earthlink.net

I have had a 20 year love affair with New York.  Although I have lived in suburbs, small towns, and have rural
roots, the city is where my heart lies. Wherever I photograph, I see things from the perspective of a New Yorker.  
The exper-ience of 9-11 only made me embrace the city all the more and propelled me to express this love
through my art.
The urban experience to me is largely about motion.  The intense pace and vitality of the city excites me; I like
to shoot fast and furiously, to be totally immersed and to be swept up in, and along with, the tide of the moment.  
Either I am shooting people that are in motion or I myself am in movement around my subject.  I will stalk my
subjects, be they a swarm of gesturing humans or abstract shapes of color and light.
I use a $20 plastic camera called the Holga. The long overlapping images are created by only partially advancing the film between exposures – the overlapping occurs in the film itself. It delights me how these mostly
unplanned juxtapositions capture my experience of a particular time and place and at the same time have an
identity all their own.
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John Oliver Brooks		
NY I			
San Galgano II

San Carlos, CA				

Archival ink-jet on watercolor paper 30x36 (framed)
Archival ink-jet on watercolor paper 30x36 (framed)

jb@joliverbrooks.com

$850
$850

My work in digital photography explores the nature of perception and memory.  Beginning with a high-resolution digital photograph, I decompose it into what I see as constituent elements, alter each element, and then
recombine them to create a memorial representation of the image.  The resulting photographic memory flits in
and out as though in a waking dream.  By giving my photographs an almost intangible fourth dimension, I can
achieve a painterly quality while not surrendering the basic realism of the photograph.
Despite the sometimes hazy and ambiguous nature of my pieces, they are not blurred in the sense of Hiroshi
Sugimoto or Uta Barth.  I keep the intriguing element of subtle detail to enchant the viewer and provide fragments of a foundation.  As in an actual memory, we often remember vague elements of detail and allow ourselves to fill in the remainder in a personal manner.
Because it is important to maintain a fleeting moment, none of my work is collaged, either digitally or physically.  All of my photographs, though extensively worked, retain all of their elements in their original locations
and derive entirely from a single photograph.
The medium on which I print my photographs is integral to the piece.  I carefully select papers based on texture
and color and print all pieces myself.  Through this intimate connection with each piece, I can provide the contrast between a hazy absent-minded memory and a sense of fleeting urgency.

Running from Dick Tator Ship
San Galgano II

NY I,

Houston Roller Coaster
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Orin Buck			
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Brooklyn, NY					

Point Symmetry (Above 42nd Street) Digital Photography
Point Symmetry (Downtown)
Digital Photography
Point Symmetry (West 42nd Sky)
Digital Photography

orin@buckart.com

Framed: 17x20.5
Framed: 17x20.5
Framed: 17x20.5

  $200   
  $200   
  $200   

This series is produced by a simple three-step process in Photoshop to create photographs that have
point symmetry. There are several types of two-dimensional
metry, where images are mirrored across a line. In
point symmetry, everything in the image is mirrored
around the center point: From
draw a line through the center and you will find the
same part of the image mirrored on the opposite side
of the page.
I first investigated point symmetry in the late ’
as an interesting avenue in hard-edged geometric
abstraction in painting and drawing. The idea was
that you would walk into a room inhabited by one of
these works and start to not know which way is up.
With these photos and also with video I’m again finding that point symmetry can take us outside of our
everyday limits and perceptions.
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Stephen Chalmers		

Spokane, WA			

image@askew-view.com

Images of Innocence 1, 12, silver salts embedded in anodized aluminum 24x24, $1100 each

Images of children have pervaded all aspects of our society. By one estimate half of the 25 billion images made
every year in the United States are of children. Most of these images are remarkably homogenous. In fact, one
family album looks remarkably like any other - it is very rare to find tears, tantrums, nightmares, etc. pictured
within. They are almost exclusively stocked with photographs of happy children doing happy things - reinforcing our cultural ideal of childhood as a time of pure joy and innocence.
In the US alone, every day, thirteen children are killed by guns, nearly six children die from abuse, and eight
thousand are neglected or abused. Others are plagued with the fear of abandonment, depression, neglect, loss,
and rejection by peers.
My images serve to illustrate many of these physical and psychological terrors. By depicting the consequences
of childhood abuse and trauma and the coping methods of survival, I hope to give the child a voice. In this
series of images the past discordantly commingles with the present. I am trying to illustrate that children have
always been forced to find a way to cope with the unbearable - and often they are able to find some sort of uneasy peace in spite of ruination.

Point Symmetry (Above 42nd Street)

Process notes: In this series, I am using imagery from throughout the history of photography to create the environments and the characters within. I therefore wanted to suggest the history of photography, and particularly
the earliest viable photographic process, the daguerreotype. These images are printed onto aluminum, and the
resultant image appears different as you move through the show. The enclosed slides were photographed under
very flat lighting, to most clearly show the image for this application. To create these prints, silver salts were
embedded into the pores aluminum, placed in contact with an enlarged negative, exposed and developed. The
aluminum plates were then anodized, trapping the salts within the metal and making it resistant to damage from
chemicals, sunlight, or scratches. I feel that the durability of the metal references the resiliency of children in
traumatic situations.

Point Symmetry (Downtown)

Point Symmetry (West 42nd Sky)

Images of Innocence 1

Images of Innocence 12
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Colleen Choquette-Raphael
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Eugene, OR

raphaelc@darkwing.uoregon.edu

The Flower Eaters Wood, glass, photo, neuropathology specimen 11” x 12”  $ 900
Medium: Found photographs, human neuropathology slides, glass, painted wood

In a neglected corner of a Seattle junk shop, I found a box of human neuropathology slides; samples of
brain tissue taken from patients at Bellevue Hospital in New York City in the 1930s.  How beautiful they were,
these unique configurations of matter suspended in an amber emulsion, as if they were flowers pressed within
the pages of a book.  What horror there was in acknowledging the reality of what they were and in pondering
what sort of system allowed these wayward relics to end up here, in this shop, to be purchased by someone like
me.
Through materials appropriated from the archives of representation, I question the role of cultural insti  
tutions- science, medicine and religion. In this investigation it is my intent to also challenge traditional notions
of mastery and skill associated with the institution of modernist art.  I see myself as one who simply unites materials to depict how society attempts to purify the non-rational.  I have created a legion of phantoms, fictional
characters that are victims of rampant empiricism. Their tole is to illuminate that to seek documentation of our
existence in a photograph or to rely on scientific method to define a life, is but a glittering stain on a pure white
surface.  Tissue samples from the human body are paired with a  Cartes-de-Visite and pinned under glass; trace
layered upon trace, the work teeters on the threshold of science and sentiment and inquires whether or not either
can decipher the mutability of a human life.
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Rebecca Clark			

Storrs, CT				

Seahorse, Snail, Sea Turtle, Moth, Bat,
All works: cyanotype, 13”x19”, framed 22”x26”

rebclark@sbcglobal.net

$750

The Unnatural History series is an ongoing body of work of cyanotype prints made from digitally created negatives.  Cyanotype is an antique photographic process that consists of hand coating paper with light sensitive
emulsion then contact printing a negative onto the paper by exposing it to sunlight.  I especially like the convergence of the contemporary and antique processes in the creation of these pieces.  The subjects of the collages,
like the technique, are juxtapositions of ancient and modern, transformation and metamorphosis.  The imagery
of these collages comes from antique engravings of human anatomy and animals, which are combined with photographs of my children and plants.  These pieces are inspired by mythology and are an expression of the power
of myth in contemporary life.  

Snail

Sea Turtle

Seahorse

1

3

The Flower Eaters

4

5

Moth

Bat
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Christopher Colville		
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Phoenix, AZ			

christophercolville@msn.com

Self-Portrait from Lost Image Series Ed. 3 Black Salt Print    24”x20”             $1750

This self-portrait belongs to a series titled Lost Images.  The series was created over the past few years
as a great number of photographs have found their way into my hands.  They have appeared in used books,
blowing down the street, and along side my favorite hiking trails.   The arrival of each photograph has seemed
to take the form of a haunting, presenting a trace of history and evidence of lives past.  The individuals and
families that appear in the snap shots are strangers. I do not know who they are, where they live or whether they
are still alive. Each image, however, is evidence of existence, proof that they were once here in front of a camera, and their stories linger in torn and faded documents.
Because these images and memories have been displaced, I felt an urgency to complete the cycle of
viewing and build a new family of images. Using the 19th century photographic process of salt printing, I have
attempted to pay homage to the ordinary snapshot by transforming lost or discarded photographs and standing
as a witness to their worth. Each black print is a memorial created by the absence of an image, the absence of a
memory or a person. In a darkened space the details of the images fade into the black prints, but as you spend
time with the images they reappear as hauntings, standing in for our own lost images and memories. I have  
included myself in this series as recognition that, inevitably, we all will become part of this displaced floating
family of images and memories.
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Beverly Conway			
Sarazah		

Dover, NH				

Ambrotype

4x5

NFS

bevconway@comcast.net

I have always been interested in both history and art.  It seemed logical then that I
combined these two in some way.  While reading ninetheenth century history of
photography I learned of the albumen print.  I became facinated by the idea that one could
make photographic paper.  The quest for knowledge about albumen led me to the
beautiful works of British photographer, Julia Margaret Cameron. These two images are part of a series of images made to pay homage to the sensitive portraits Cameron made in the late 1800’s.
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Steven Danzig

Elsternwick, Victoria, Australia

Dark Eros 1   Digital C-print
Dark Eros 2 Digital C-print
Dark Eros 4 Digital C-print

13 3/4 x 24
19 1/2 x24
16 x 24

$1200
$1200
$1200

Dark Eros documents Sadeian behavior constructs from
Jungian archetypical psychology to social matrixes relating to
religion, sexuality and socio-political metaphor. Motifs from early
religious European sexual iconography within the perverse and
polysexual fetishist framework is deeply imbedded in this series.
The work questions moral obligation and suggests that, “sexuality
is the raw material of one of the most potent mythologies today.
Individual and sexual fantasies depict in a symbolic way the human psyche. Ancient mythology of Gods, etc., have somehow
lost their significance as symbolical representations of the human
psyche” (Adolf Guggenbuhl–Craig/Moore). The work by nature
is also reminiscent
of early European
cinematography
and operatic stage
design.

Sandra Davis		

giznad@ozemail.com.au
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Burlington, NJ				

sandra@sandracdavis.com

Mouth of Hell Gum Bichromate
Frame Size: 20 x24 (Horizontal)     $800.00
Flirtation  Gum Bichromate Frame Size: 20 x24 (Horizontal)     $800.00
Siren Gum Bichromate
Frame Size: 20 x24 (Horizontal)     $800.00
Struggle Gum Bichromate Frame Size: 20 x24 (Horizontal)     $800.00
Parco dei mostri, Bomarzo, Italy
Mythical Gardens

Dark
Eros
4

I have always been drawn to photograph historic architecture, particularly stone. While traveling in
Italy several years ago, I discovered intriguing gardens populated with mythical creatures. This began the ongoing portfolio of Mythical Gardens, which takes the theme of stone structures one step further, concentrating
on the sculptures found in ancient and Renaissance gardens combined with classically arranged foliage. These
gardens were built to celebrate and control nature, appease the gods and most of all to create a sanctuary for
those who commissioned them.
It’s this feeling of stillness and the urge to escape from the turmoil of the world that compels me to
capture these curious oases. Working in black and white film and shooting with a toy camera, my goal is to
capture these already fantastic subjects and force the viewer to experience the gardens through a dreamlike
vision. I have chosen to print these images using an historic non-silver printmaking process, gum bichromate
printing to create a more intimate quality and emphasize the layers of history as well as mystery.

Mouth of
Hell

Dark Eros 1
Flirtation

Siren
Dark Eros 4
Struggle
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Thomas Delooza		
Cradle Albumen Print
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Ann Arbor, MI				

16” x 20”

$200

monstersquall@excite.com

Pictorialists of the 1890s through 1920s worked to discover the meaning of line and light in photography.  Like the Pictorialists, I am formulating a visual poetic language using light to speak about mood and
atmosphere.
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Dan Dezarn		

Geneseo, NY					

An Infinite View of 45 Seconds
Floor installation, 8 x 4x5 feet

dezarn@geneseo.edu

The Situation
The physical specifics of this piece are 117 individual hand-made pinhole cameras placed in a dark room
in a perfect circle; all of the cameras are facing inward toward the middle of the circle. In the middle are four
separate fireworks devices. The shutters of the cameras are opened in the dark and all four charges are ignited,
exposing the photo-reactive paper in the cameras to the light given off by the charges. This takes approximately
45 seconds. When the room is again dark, the camera shutters are closed. The resulting images are then developed showing 117 different records of the exact same moment in time from 117 different angles. The images
are numbered sequentially according to their order in the circle; they are then scanned and placed as individual
frames in a video. The frames are then repeated in order, showing a seamless loop of space rotating around the
same 45-second moment of time.
The Reason
This piece deals with the idea of physically remembering an event; in this case the event is the action of
four charges being ignited in a dark room.
All human vision is based on the same optic and neurological system, just as all of these cameras are
based on the same system and are constructed following the same procedure and using the same materials.
Although each camera is seeing the same event, slight physical variations cause the event to be remembered in
a slightly different way. In addition the position of each camera in space during the event causes an even more
dramatic difference in the memory that it captures. In essence the predetermined baggage and specifics of an individual recording device alter the way that past time exists in memory. So even if every person lived the exact
same life with the exact same series of events occurring in the exact same order, each persons set of memories
and therefore personal history would be dramatically different. This perspective greatly alters the idea of true or
untrue history.
The act of combining all of the images that recorded this event is an attempt to find a consensus of what
actually happened. Understanding that each collection device remembered the event in a slightly different way,
it is important to see what the similarities are. By taking each image and placing it in the order that it was situated in space during the event and then creating a video from this series of images we have effectively made a
collective memory out of many individual memories. This “collective memory” shows a disconnected moment
of time rotating in the space of memory to be analyzed. This process allows the viewer to weed out most of the
incongruence of individual perception and focus on the similarities that occur in each account of the event.
The resulting video is an interesting inversion of common reality. During the event all of the elements
involved with the actual space were stationary, the movement and variability was present in the flow of approximately 45 elapsed seconds. Since a record of the entire 45 seconds is present on each frame of the video, that
dislocated period of time becomes the constant; the space in which the event occurs becomes the variable and
gives the illusion of movement.
The cameras are shown with the video and the paper negatives to reinforce the idea that the resulting images a real physical record of an event as apposed to digitally rendered assumptions of an event or the space it
occurred within.
images—>>>
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Dezarn: Installation View 45 Seconds

DeZarn: Cameras Setup 45 Seconds
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Ron Diorio 				
Puddle Jump			
Lobby at Night

New York, NY				

Digital C-print
Digital C-print

20x24
20x24

$600
$600

ron@rondiorio.com

The essence of my work is in the rendering of everyday situations to which the fantastic can be attributed, the surreal imagined, and the very real evoked.
In the vastness of city life, I am most inspired by the everydayness of things. It is an adventure for reasons I think most people are drawn to cities: you get tested, you find yourself, you lose pieces of yourself--all
those almost-private moments in public spaces--where aloneness rather than loneliness tells the story. Just you
and the city, quite a pair: raw, wounded, and unapologetic. In the city the glance, not the stare, evokes a stronger
moment-a passing--that morphs into revelation as specificity and detail are removed.
I harvest images, the raw materials, by appropriating the street photographer, mise-en-scene and cinema
verité traditions. In these “image harvests” I work digitally because this mutability subverts photography’s traditional aesthetic - what once happened to be representational becomes a truly representational form.

Pinhole Prints
45 Seconds

Puddle Jump

Pinhole Negatives
45 Seconds

Lobby at Night
Pinhole Negatives
45 Seconds
Detail
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Liz Dodson & James Brenner		
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Minneapolis, MN			

Pixel Pixelated Video/Sculpture, Video, Glass, Steel   6’x4’           $18,000

lz_dodson@yahoo.com

pix·i·lat·ed2 adj
used to describe an image on a computer or television screen that is made up of pixels, especially one that is
unclear or distorted.
Our proposition for this video/sculpture installation is to take that which is known in our everyday world “water” and record it, edit it, and spit it back out to the real world in the form of a video projection.  But, the viewer
will experience the virtual pixilated version of the water through a mechanical filter of another slow moving
fluid: glass.  This glass will be a wall of sculpted, fractured glass sandwiched between layers of steel which create yet another layer of filtration.  The wall of sculpted glass will have a gentle wave movement in its form and
will serve to mechanically pixelate the water imagery into a mysterious pattern of light that is familiar yet not
clearly recognizable.  The sound will set the tone and the patterns of light will create the atmosphere, to enable
one to experience water in a different way. The pixilated water imagery of the virtual world will be transformed
through a mechanical process thereby making it real, something we can touch in the real world.
As collaborator, I , James Brenner, believe as a sculptor that there is a need for me to experience the world in
a tangible physical way in order to fully understand it, in ways that do not necessarily speak to me through my
intellect, but my being. The human being.
And as the other collaborator, I , Liz Dodson as a video artist welcome a chance to stretch the possibilities of the
video media with an interaction of another more concrete art form and then extend it into a surreal experience.
The opportunity to collaborate with my mother Liz Dodson on a project which makes our worlds collide in a
harmonious way, to intermix and come up with something new is a rare opportunity and one that I embrace on
so many different levels.
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Jeremy Dyer		
My Education 		

Brooklyn, NY			

C-print & cotton thread

theterribleoldman@gmail.com

18x24, 24x36 framed

$600

“Here are picture faces of someone’s old friends, slight but powerful images whose meanings are forever lost,
because their context has been lost. Personal pictures are…about forgetting.”
-Patricia Holland ‘Sweet it is to Scan’
     My work addresses issues of memory, both real and fabricated (and the blurred area between both), ephemerality, and loss. Additionally, it examines how the private photograph functions as evidence, fetish object, and
memento mori. Through its immediacy, the photograph speaks in present tense by the authority of its physical
presence. The ritualized space of the personal photograph subverts and irrevocably alters an understanding of
one’s own past by idealizing lived experience. Yet this tenuous understanding, dependant on the relationship
between the photograph and its intended viewer, is lost when taken from its original context. It persists, an
orphaned ghost that is evidence that something, now an absence, once was in front of the camera lens, but offers
no explanation as to its own significance.
     It is precisely this grey area of meaning and relevance that I am exploring with my work. The work utilizes
the familiar language of the personal photograph, with the anonymity offered by a stranger’s photographic
record, as a means of understanding how we construct significance and how our knowledge of the self is framed
by the visual remains that we surround ourselves with.
           My current approach to photography was born out of dissatisfaction with the limitations of expression
through purely photographic means. I work with salvaged images and family snapshots, as well as with my own
photographs. The source pictures are altered, combined, and reassembled to undermine the original function
and veracity of the image and to bring latent sub-textual content to the fore, while still retaining a sense of the
photograph as a physical/spiritual stand-in for the absent. Often, the surfaces of my prints are treated, stained,
scratched, or lacquered, with the traditionally “static” surface of the photograph becoming organic and decayed.
The surface assumes a  patina of sorts, a film of age and nostalgia that coats and obfuscates the picture below,
rendering the print a physical manifestation of the permeability of memory.
Tucson, Arizona 2005
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Jill Enfield				
Newsstand
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New York, NY				

Liquid emulsion on tile

24x24

$1500

jenfield@nyc.rr.com

Over one-hundred-and-fifty years have passed since the beginning of photography, and the click of the button
has yielded to the click of the mouse, placing image production at the disposal of virtually anyone. Despite the
apparent ease with which a photograph can be made, many contemporary artists have opted for a more labor intensive, hands-on approach. Their work exemplifies both the technological and the artistic revival of these early
processes.
I use these historical techniques to enhance the textural and painterly effects abundant in other art forms. All of
my work evokes the past. Whether the images are reproduced on paper or other substrates, I aim for a quality
that feels simultaneously real and dreamlike.
In this work, I’m using photography as a starting point to make sculptural pieces. By putting images on tiles and
embedding them in walls, the two-dimensional photographic medium is transformed into a three-dimensional
architectural piece. I do this by coating ceramic tiles with a photosensitive emulsion, then exposing and processing them in a normal darkroom, so each tile becomes a mono-print. The tiles are then coated with a protective
element so that they can be hung or embedded in a wall.
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Sheila Ernst-Bifano		

Houston, TX				

Janis Joplin Lives 		
Digital light-jet photo
Beloved Impoverished Niece Digital light-jet photo

16x20
16x20

$250
$250

fbifano@swbell.net

The images I have submitted to you are part of my portfolio entitled “Heart Like a Wheel” depicting
differing emotional states expressed through montage and digital media photography. I have put together these
autobiographical pieces as each reflecting alter egos of my personality that I find I would like to express.  
For instance, the first piece, entitled “Janis Joplin Lives”, expresses to me the carefree, youthful and
self-centered part of living that so attracts us all.  She is dressed as a thief, ready to steal anything that she fancies.
“Beloved Impoverished Niece” is a story about part of my family, a truly needy family of four children
that live with a disabled father and my sister who works at night to support them.  They are my family of tender
mercies, one of my deepest concerns and, strangely enough, a source of castigation from other family members.

Beloved Impoverished Niece

Janis Joplin Lives
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Jesseca Ferguson Boston, MA jferguson@mindspring.com
Bird/book/Paris Pinhole ziatype, collage
9x6” (unframed)
CircusHorse/mirror Pinhole argyrotype, collage 9.5x5.75 (unfr.)   
Formes of Flight Pinhole salt print, collage 8x5.25” (unframed)
Skull/antler Ziatype & collage
11.5x9 (unframed)

$1500
$1500
$1500
$1600

While some might consider me a photographer, I feel I am really more of
an assembler of images and tableaux, which then come to exist as pinhole
photographs of an interior landscape.  The poetic aspects of pinhole photography are what draw me to it.  Although the pinhole camera is “blind,”
because it has no viewfinder or lens, I find that it “sees” in mysterious
ways.  The pinhole camera’s “sight” grants infinite depth of field to the
object and images before it, thus allowing us to see the camera’s pinhole
vision, which is characterized by the odd clarity of dreams or memory.
Working without a viewfinder, I can’t know exactly what my pinhole
camera will give me, thus my camera becomes my silent and enigmatic
collaborator.
Bird/book/Panis

Usually I work in my own studio, setting up arrangements of images and
objects culled from my “museum of memory,” which is my personal collection of oddments, books, and artifacts.  Using only natural light, my
exposures often take several hours.  I then contact print my images using
19th century techniques (or modern versions of antique processes) requiring ultra-violet light.  My work is slow, hand-built, and cumulative, rather
like the layering of dust or memories over time.

Formes of Flight

CircusHorse/mirror

Skull/antler
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Chris Fiore				
My Decoherent Love 			
HNP-Paloma				

New York, NY			
Digital file
Digital file

20x30
20x30

chrisfiore@earthlink.net
$500
$500

The primary focus of my photographic work for the last two decades has been what I
have alternately referred to as anti-collage, removals, or deconstructive photography.
The terms refer to the peeling away of the primary focus of a series of photographs to
glimpse the underlying tropes assumed in their creation and exhibition. A portrait without
a face, a nude without a body. It is a way of examining the DNA of our image making
process.
The term is also indicative of the process used to create the images. A source is obtained,
usually a book of photos or a pornographic magazine, and the source is “deconstructed”—with an X-acto knife.
Pages are then scanned and retouched in Photoshop.The images are a form of mechanical cubism. Accumulations of evolved chaos. Incidental imagery pushes it’s way though an anthropomorphic vacuum to create a
parallel universe. Personal versions of the images produced by particle accelerators. Snapshots of space time.
The artistic and philosophical considerations are numerous. The schism between and
artwork and it’s depiction. The use of 20th century masters as fodder for abstraction.
Questions of ownership and copyright. Censorship issues. The collision of the hand
crafted and the machine made. Finally there are the simple pleasures of discovery, the unseen art embedded in
commodity, and the revelation of a sublime abstraction beneath the surface of the everyday.
My Decoherent Love
HNP-Paloma
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Carol Fitzgerald Flueckiger		

Lubbock, TX			

Chances of Rain#2 Red Oak Digital print on fabric on wood
Pink Mulberry; #3 		
Digital print on fabric on wood

25x25 inches
25x25 inches

c.flueckiger@ttu.edu
$500.00
$500.00

I am interested in ephermal effects of daily weather patterns and how they evoke the sense of touch and
smell. For example, “It smaells like snow” is a common Minnesotan expression at the beginning fo the winter
and the moment immediately preceding a tornado in summer feels unearthly still. In my digital paintings I use
methods that mix media such a slatex paint, fabric dyes, and digital imagery to metaphorically explore these
moments of atmonsphere. for the series Chance of Rain, botanical items are plucked from their environment,
singled out, centered, and enlarged seven hundred percent to evoke the pregnant pause preceding a thunderstorm. These botnical imaes are then saturated with background colors in an effort to reflect weather conditions
such as temperature and precipitation.
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Angela Forster			
Linewater01  
Linewater03   

Digital Image
Digital Image

Denver, CO				
23.25”w X 18.25” h  
23.25”w X 18.25” h

angela@abforster.com
$450
$450

In the historical sense, the series, Quantification, situates itself in the tradition of drawing and photography—representations of the sublime quality of nature in single framed views, reversing scale, cropping time in
ways that are both reflective and reflexive.
Quantification, the on going series, contends with the issue of visualization. Through the use of precise,
mathematical, vector tools, single seconds of water are captured from video, analyzed and visualized. Despite
this scrutiny, the resulting images evoke contemplation and meditation. Despite the Muybridge approach to stop
motion and mathematic precision, the image in the end is as awe inspiring as the real time observations. The
viewer is lost in the topology of the surface, the fabric
and texture of the interwoven tracings. Time has been halted for viewing, analyzing, reading— the rhthymic
water calming and mesmerizing.
The 7 Seconds investigations are 7 still images created by tracing every frame of video captured in one
second. Each tracing is layered on top of each other to create a singular, framed image,. This influences the
sense of topographic mapping. The vector tools used to trace areas of contrast are math based, digital algorithms
set up to read differences, areas of contrast. By locating those discrete moments, I bring the viewer’s attention
to moments of transition and change. As a person who began with drawing, I cannot stop seeing the world by its
contrast and moments of visual tension. This formal approach has crept into my conceptual way of thinking.
The series, as a whole, is simultaneously rational (object oriented and semiotic) and irrational (gestalt
— beyond language). It is seductive and Cartesian— mapping the landscape of water, pin pointing areas of contrast and change, visualizing reflexive and coded information. Yet, is share very little concrete information of a
subject with such cogent meanings. Quantification grapples with the philosophical roots of desire— humanities
desire to meditate on water as life and death, as beauty and tragedy.

Pink Mulberry; #3

Linewater03
Chances of Rain#2 Red Oak

Linewater01
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Jackie Fugere 		
Brooklyn, NY		
jackie@jackiefugere.com		

Chocolate Bunny Toned Silver Print (Chromoskedasic Process),
27” x 32”,  
$800
Lucky Rabbit’s Foot Toned Silver Print (Chromoskedasic Process), 27” x 32”
$800
Some Call It Luck Toned Silver Print (Chromoskedasic Process),
32”x27”
$800

Chocolate Bunny

Lucky Rabbit’s Foot

Staring expectantly at a Polaroid as it develops makes you an
expert in anticipation. Waiting, wondering what will it look like,
watching mesmerized as the image emerges like an apparition.
This moment, pregnant with possibility, is the moment that inspires my art work. Photographically frozen in the present tense,
this instance in time teeters on the cusp of an unforeseen future.
The unpredictability of the future is what puts the fun - in fun
and games. It is what makes gambling exciting, decisions difficult and love frightening. In these moments of unpredictability,
the forces of chance, will and fate drive life’s mysterious game.
Process is a big part of my work both as a photographic medium
and as subject matter. These days the darkroom has become antiquated, rendered obsolete by the speed of today’s digital capture.
But for me the darkroom remains a place of mystery and anticipation, alive with the spirit of alchemy and haunted by images
appearing and disappearing right before your very eyes. These
prints are made with the Chromoskedasic process, a chemical
development technique that produces colored tones on black and
white photo paper. The experimental and unpredictable nature of
the Chromoskedasic process mimics the themes of chance in the
work, becoming both the medium and the subject matter.
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Sherry Griffith			
Filigree 		
Tilted Shutter		

Bromoil
Bromoil

Abilene, TX			
16x20
16x20		

$300
$300

rsagriffith@sbcglobal.net

I like to take pictures of ordinary things to tell people about what I feel in my soul.  I want a person to know and
remember something about me that is different from what they thought before.  My images are about letting my
guard down and letting go of the hardened shell that everyone sees every day.  They are about letting a tiny part
of my soul leak out of my skin.
My images are usually of ordinary objects that provoke other images in my mind, perhaps of undulating waves
in the night ocean or of soft indigo velvet.  These objects can be simultaneously timeless and vintage.  I like
that the images transform themselves inside my heart and my head.  An image of laundry blowing in the wind
dissolves to a memory of sleeping on ancient, cotton silky soft sheets in the salty night air with a thunderous fan
blowing over me to keep me cool.
The bromoil process involves making silver prints, bleaching away the silver, and then replacing the silver with
ink.  It brings to an image a sense of romance and timelessness.  The grain and warmth of the bromoil technique
emphasize the quietness in a discarded sink or the patina of a statue.
I am inspired by the Pictorialists of the nineteenth century, by twentieth century photographers Weston and
Strand, and by the beautiful bromoil work of Jill Skupin Burkholder.  But I am mostly inspired by my daughter
in my quest to validate myself to her, so that many years down the road, she will have something tangible to
hold and say, “my mother did this.”  I hope that she will be proud.

In a nutshell, this method allows you to produce color images
on traditional black and white photo paper. The chemical reaction during exposure to light alters the silver particles that are
embedded in the surface of the paper. Silver particles of different sizes scatter different wavelengths of light, yielding various
colors. Often the effect is a highly reflective mirror-like surface,
similar to a daguerreotype.
These layered photographic collages evoke desperate, often
humorous, attempts to predict and control our chaotic circumstances with lucky charms and other guessing games. Because
getting there is half the fun, these works call attention to moment of anticipation rather than the outcome of fate.
Some Call It Luck

Filigree

Tiled Shutter
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Jane Grossenbacher		

San Francisco, CA			

Dancer Guitar Mirror Photogravure  
Camels-Imilchil, Morocco Photogravure  

8 x 11”  (framed 17 x 21”)      $700
8 x 11”  (framed 17 x 21”)      $700

jane@babbazulu.com

Intaglio etchings from black and white negatives have become, in the last
three years, a new body of work. The photogravure portfolio features images from
California, New Mexico, Spain and Morocco. The craft of creating and inking
plates and using the etching press combine to reveal another realm of beauty in
a photograph. Spontaneous experiences have been a theme in my images for many
years. Black and white provides the simple, complicated, mysterious and
beautiful at the same moment.

Dancer Guitar Mirror

Camels-Imilchil, Morocco
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Dmitry Gubin			
Priority Seating

			

Brooklyn, NY				
Mixed    

drgubin@yahoo.com

17” X 22”           $1100

Painting and drawing are the visual language by which I communicate thoughts and emotions. It is through
these visual metaphors that the inevitable boundaries of verbal communication are broken. Lines and shapes
play the roles of words and are completely free of rules and predictability. The interpretation of my message
depends exclusively on the essence of each observer - the result is a powerful and spontaneous, metaphysical
communication.
And through the esoteric communication of music, I am able to place myself into a trance-like state, which
plays a very important role during my creative process. In fact, while working, most of the decisions are made
in this state. The result is unprompted, dynamic, and expressive work that, despite variations of its themes, carries elements of urban environment by which I am surrounded. In order to further bring forth these elements in
my work, I commonly use household latex paint as well as spray paint; It is through virtually giving up control,
while working with these fast-drying, liquid-based, and almost unmanageable mediums, that I am able to use
impetuous hand movement, while working intuitively.
Despite being full of contradictions, conflicts, and emotions that make the modern man imperfect and irrational,
while ignoring his true emotional nature, he is driven to create perfection in all things. In response, my goal is to
completely abandon rational thought, while working, in order to produce unpredictable and spontaneous results.
I feel that only through the language of emotion and intuition, can we break the boundaries of verbal communication and create a universal language.
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Indianapolis, IN				

Where’d I Hide the Flower? Digital photography  

10”h x 8”w    $50

geeloeeloee@yahoo.com

Digital photography has the advantages of being clean, quick, and having each mistake be easily reparable... and
it can be seen as the artistic discipline requiring the least dedication and staying the most distant from the origin
of all art—nature.  The natural world, and its attendant mathematics, has taught me with the broadest stroke in
the mastery curve; early on, the student draws a rough, dotted line, believing his lack of both skill and substance
to be the exact opposite... and he progresses to a straight line connecting points A and B.  The master, however,
adds obvious attention to concept and execution by drawing a curved line.  No lines are straight in nature.  Here,
I have attempted to combine what we all start out doing with composition in art school—”playing with photoshop,” with a more sensitive effort at raising it to a level that genuinely touches people’s emotions.
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Anni Holm				

West Chicago, IL				

The Immigration Project:
Jana, Germany
Archival inkjet
Reo, Japan		
Archival inkjet
Pooja, India		
Archival inkjet

57x43    
57x43  
57x43  

anniholm@hotmail.com

$1200
$1200
$1200

After Sept. 11th, 2001, investigation revealed that two of the suicide pilots where here on expired
student visas. The public expressed their concern towards this problem and demanded better security. It was
proposed to monitor all international students’ actions while in the US by enforcing fingerprinting and tracking cards with chip implants to enhance national security. It was clearly a lack of commitment to the original
system that led to the two suicide pilots overstay, but nonetheless the international students were looked upon as
a threat to American security and freedom. A new system is still in the making and it is not yet known if international students will have to be fingerprinted or carry a tracking card at all times, but so far there has been an
increase in the personal information the former INS, now SEVIS, is requesting to let any international student
maintain their status.
My project deals with the issues of all the personal information SEVIS might choose to obtain to monitor international students in the US. I have been working with international students from all over the world to
obtain photos, fingerprints and other forms of personal documents to create large-scale digital portraits of each
student. Each image measures 57x43 inches and contains about 4000 life size fingerprints. The participants are
all international students who have chosen to be involved in the project, because they like me, question the use
of this information as a tool to secure America.—April 2003

Reo

Jana

Pooja
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Barbara Jaffe			
Dark Sun #18
Dark Sun #24

New York, NY				

C-print from transparency
C-print from transparency

BJ@barbarajaffe.com

30x40 (print dimensions) $6000
30x40 (print dimensions) $5000

In my current work, the final image is a negative print. In this reversed image, a duplicate but opposite world is
revealed, one which is self-luminous, radiating rather than reflecting light.
This special light describes a space that is strikingly real and yet metaphysical in nature. Therefore, it allows
me to explore other issues of concern to me, the heart of which is the dual nature of reality: negative/positive,
spiritual/material, surface/subsurface, invisible/visible, light/shadow. In this otherwise invisible realm, material
things become less solid, and the photograph can be seen as an x-ray of the spirit.
Although the first negative image was made by Fox Talbot, it was Man Ray who infused it with the surreal and
the spiritual, allowing the subconscious to surface. Throughout the history of photography, the negative, as a final image, has had a brief and sporadic role. It is inherently photographic and little explored. I wish to continue
and, hopefully, expand this exploration.
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Ellen Jantzen			

Valencia, CA				

Artificial Evolution:
Land of Uncertainty: Scape One 		
Opulent Orbit 				
DirectriX 					
Celestial Anaphase 				

Archival ink jet print
Archival ink jet print
Archival ink jet print
Archival ink jet print

12x18 (unframed)
12x18 (unframed)
12x18 (unframed)
12x18 (unframed)

$450
$450
$450
$450

I stage assemblages of a variety of objects, either man-made or of a natural nature; sometimes I include organic
sculptures of mine. I take digital photographs of these, then using my computer, I alter the images using various drawing and photography software programs to layer, re-color then re-manipulate even more; the process
becomes almost infinite. Working digitally with my computer allows me to see in new ways; it allows me to be
surprised by the outcome and the possibilities.

Opulent Orbit

DirectriX

Dark Sun #24

ellenjantzen@mac.com

I am inspired with the natural world; rock formations, seedpods, nests, eggs; shapes that resonate with reproduction, growth and repetition. At the same time, I find the digital world of computer technology, as it relates
to imagery, compelling. I am intrigued with surfaces...the exterior/visible, and how it manifests the interior...the
hidden realm.

Land of Uncertainty

Dark Sun #18
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Celestial Anaphase
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Barbara Rita Jenny		
B& W Trellis 16’x2’ 		
SheWorks
16’x2’

Portsmouth, NH				

Inkjet print on wallpaper
Inkjet print on wallpaper

brjenny@comcast.net

by commission (size variable)
by commission (size variable)

My work concerns the changing perception of our bodies in an increasingly technological world.  While
my work attempts to express the complicated perceptions and unclear implications of biotechnology, it does
not intend to express fear of such change.  Rather, my large format digital prints and installations suggest the
sublime possibilities of the body merged with and manipulated by machine.  Furthermore, the work insists on a
continued state of embodiment for humankind and offers viewers/participants a new context in which to examine their own embodied possibilities for existence and procreation.
website: http://brjenny.home.comcast/net

Detail

Detail

Saturn

SheWorks

B& W Trellis
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Andrew Johnmeyer		
MKT Bridge

Columbia, MO			

ajm896@mizzou.edu

As the pioneers of photography chose to make images of pastoral landscapes in response to the “takeoff” of industrialized society in their time, so have I taken up primitive camera technology and turned to the
modern pastoral landscape of the Midwest.  In the midst of the current take-off of digital technology I have at
once embraced and rejected these advances.  While incorporating the latest digital technology into image printing, I have denied its power by using the chemical processes of the darkroom as the primary mode of constructing the image.  The subject too rejects the new technology.  In our culture these pastoral landscapes have long
been the nostalgic, romantic representation of our lives uncomplicated by technology, and unstressed by modern social demands.  Like the early landscape photographers, I haul my camera out into the countryside to find
a scene that will, almost unconsciously, comment on the state of technology in our world.  I seek, in the words
of Nathaniel Hawthorne, “to represent the broad tide of dim emotion, ideas, and images coursing through my
mind.”
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Eric Anthony Johnson		
Winter Light 		
Luck & Love 		

New York, NY

Selenium toned silver print
Selenium toned silver print

11x14
11x14
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eric@ericanthonyjohnson.com
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K-LAB 		
Bethlehem, PA			
kristasteinke@hotmail.com is a collaborative group

that began in 2004 with an idea to create mixed media
projects that explore the interface between traditional media
and digital technology. Founding members, Krista Steinke
and Kristine Kotsch, both professors of photography at
Moravian College in Pennsylvania, combine traditional
photography, digital media, installation, and video to create
visual metaphors that examine the cycles of life and death,
evolution, biotechnology, science, and internal vs. external
spaces.
The Raven Series
All works: Digital C-Prints 20x24
$850

$575
$575

These diptychs were created using a vintage plastic camera. When working with this type of camera,
the element of chance is always present and is a large part of the appel of this equipment. Altough much of my
work with these cameras is based in the single image, this series involves issues of comparison, juxtaposition
and timeline. The interpretation of an image will be affected both by its proximity to another and by sequencing.

Death hath had a thousand doors to let out life,
I shall find one ... Philip Massinger

Nameless here for evermore

Winter Light

The Raven Series is a body of work that was inspired by
both the above quotation and by Edgar Allen’s Poe’s famous poem The Raven. Intended as a visual metaphor, the
work explores the cycle of life and death as well as the notion of rebirth. Conceptually through subject and formally
through process, we aspire to reveal life in the lifeless and
beauty in the unsightly, ordinary, and otherwise overlooked.
These photo assemblages are an amalgamation of digital
images, orthofilm, transparencies, Cyanotypes, Vandyke
Brown prints, Salted Paper prints, toned prints, and image
transfers. The collages are assembled digitally and printed
on metallic Endura paper using the Chromira printing proc-

Luck & Love

This it is, and nothing more
Of “Never—nevermore”
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Jan Kapoor			
Oakland Series #2
Grotto Series #5

Atlanta, GA				

Platinum/Palladium 20x16 (outside dimensions)
Platinum/Palladium 20x16 (outside dimensions)

jkapoor@jankapoor.net
$1000
$1000

When I look at a photograph, I see a confluence of time. The image, held in the hand, exists in the
present, flows forward into the future, yet is rooted inexorably in the past. Silent memories fade, time flees, and
yet the instant of time seen by the camera’s eye is frozen forever in a photograph. My Grotto, Oakland, Fantasy
Still Life and Memoria series are explorations of this multi-dimensionality of time and place, using pinhole
cameras, alternative printing processes and multiple exposures in-camera.
Another important aspect of my photography, expressed in series such as
Circles of Return, The Rural South, and the Intertidal World images, is the exploration of the southern landscape, which is far from being pristine virginal wilderness. Hunting ground and home to generations of Native
Americans, Africans and Europeans, it is a palimpsest containing many layers of meaning, of time and traditions. Trails developed along animal tracks. Roads evolved from old trails. In the woods, crumbling walls merge
with the earth, hidden in lush vegetation. The land has been surveyed, mapped, parceled out and named, over
and over again. Much has been forgotten, much is fading from view and from memory, much has been transformed; yet to the sensitive observer, the southern land is a speaking presence and living witness of the past.
I make extensive use of alternative printing processes such as palladium, vandyke brown and cyanotype;
in addition, computer technology has become another, and very expressive, creative tool in my work. Pinhole
cameras enhance the timeless, dreamlike quality of many of my images. I make multiple exposures in-camera,
with my handmade cardboard six-pinhole hexagonal camera (originally a box for Christmas ornaments; I cut
the film to size to fit). To expose the film, I remove the tape over the hole for an average of three hours. These
images express my sense of the complexity of what I photograph, my sense of the mystical in the ordinary, the
silent mystery which permeates the visible world.
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Jessica M. Kaufman		

Brooklyn, NY			

Panopticon 1, 2006 Silver gelatin print from Polaroid negative
Panopticon 2, 2006 Silver gelatin print from Polaroid negative

jessicamelanie@yahoo.com

40” x 30”
40” x 30”

45

$2600 (framed)
$2600 (framed)

No one/bears witness for the/witness.
–Paul Celan
I approached this series as I have all others: with the intention to investigate, or call attention to, how identity
shifts and changes when catalyzed by experience, and more dramatically, trauma.  For this project, I again was
drawn to the landscape as muse, but uncharacteristically chose one loaded with meaning, burdened with a history so cumbersome that I initially was afraid to pursue it.  
The title of this series, Panopticon, refers to an 18th century circular prison model that allows for secret surveillance of all prisoner activity through natural illumination.  The subject matter of my images is the grounds
of Nazi concentration camps.  Far from being documentary in nature, these photographs are decontextualized
excerpts through which I sought to dispose of most recognizable clues to the specific places, and focus on the
surrounding—and surviving—environments in order to recast them as sites for new meaning.  The resulting
images, mutated through a technical process that relies on decay as an operative force, do suggest trauma, but
don’t require a reaction that entails a response to iconic horror.  Instead, I mean to fuse a sense of indeterminate
disturbance with mute natural beauty.
[Notes on process: I shoot with Polaroid Type 55 film, which is 4” x 5” instant film that provides both a positive
print and a usable black and white negative.  Proper usage dictates that one should clear the Polaroid chemicals
from the negative in a diluted sodium sulfite bath, which has the added benefit of hardening the emulsion.  I,
however, leave the chemicals to dry on the film, resulting in an intentionally deteriorating negative whose surface may reticulate, form crystals, and split, generating an original image that is eaten away over time.]

Oakland Series #2

Grotto Series #5

Panopticon 1

Panopticon 2
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Katrina Victoria Kieser			
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New Haven, IN			

kkieser@gmail.com

Conjoined
silver gelatin prints, tape         8” x 6”            $300
Marionette                                      silver gelatin prints, tape         9” x 8”            $400
This work is a reflection of our inner selves and the struggle of our being.
I use multiple images of myself and other individuals to create distortions
of the head and figure.  These mutations describe one’s emotional and
physical reactions to the pressures and traumas we endure in our lives.  In
most cases, my images make reference to a specific situation, reaction,
interaction, or relationship that I have experienced.  As I break down
straight photographic images, I rely heavily upon my dreams and subconscious
mind to aid me in their reconstruction.  I intuitively assemble, reassemble,
and reorganize multiple images and image fragments to invent new images that
connect my emotions with the medium.
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Catherine Kirkpatrick		 New York, NY			
Terror 		

Archival Pigment Print

21 x 25

$300

firemusedesign@aol.com

We live in interesting times, an age of great paradoxes and polarities. There are nations that are very rich and
nations that are incredibly poor. We’ve mapped the farthest reaches of space and the inner most workings of the
human body. Cures for major diseases are within sight, and in developed countries, the life span has never been
so long.
Yet it is also a time of hatred and crude, primitive violence—beheadings, car bombs and Abu Graib; a time
when life and the dignity of living has never been so cheap.  As we try to make sense of the sheer flood of information aimed at us daily by internet and TV, I’m often reminded of the pioneering editing work done by the
great Soviet filmmakers, Kuleshov, Vertov and Sergei Eisenstein in the 1920’s just after the Russian Revolution.
Kuleshov did a famous experiment where he placed the shot of an expressionless actor before a shot of a bowl
of soup, then put the same shot of the actor before the shot of a dead body. In each case, the actor was greatly
praised—he looked so hungry, he looked so sad—when the connection between very different and unrelated
shots had actually been made in the viewer’s mind.
Eisenstein also intercut very different shots which he called “shocks” to form a new, more poetic (and often
terrifying) whole.  In The Strike soldiers marching are intercut with the scene of a bull being slaughtered and
ink spilling over a map to convey a sense of the coming attack on strikers.  As with Kuleshov, the connection is
between shots, not within the shots, and is wholly created in the mind of the viewer.  
So in photography we welcome all the new techniques available now: scanning, easy printing, and most especially Adobe PhotoShop which lets us combine and manipulate images from a variety of sources, allowing us,
in small measure, to keep up with the world as it rushes forward.

Conjoined

Marionette
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Meghan Kirkwood			

But Why Did They Do It?
An Effect Too Great to Be Accounted For

Providence, RI			

mkirkwoo@risd.edu

S. Kaye Klein		

Brooklyn, NY				

Body Memory 1 & 75, each: Archival giclée prints

The works displayed represent a long-term project created to recognize the discussion taking place in
Germany today regarding the civilian experience immediately following WWII. The hardship endured by a
large number of German civilians has long been a taboo topic and is almost completely absent from post-war
literature. In the past two years, however, the topic has surfaced in various arenas of pubic discourse, such as
newspapers and prominent literary works by Jörg Friedrich and Günter Grass.
In addition to recent publications addressing various aspects of this time period, I am of the belief that
the position taken by German leaders
on the Iraq war bears much responsibility for the occurrence of this dialogue.
Proclaiming themselves as pacifists to
the world allowed the Germans a safe
space in which to explore a dark period
in their past. With these works, I seek to
recognize this process.
The black and white images were
taken at a mass anti-war protest in Berlin, Germany in February of 2003 and
the books are separate texts with WWII
associations. The combination of older
texts and photographs from today is
meant to represent the process of returning to the past and putting back what
was previously omitted.  

17x20

s.kaye.klein@earthlink.net
     $900

The abstract black and whites nudes entitled “Body Memories” depict ambiguous segments of flesh in
seemingly fragmented glimpses. However, upon closer examination, the flow of the visual mantras create a unified field.  The repetition of images transcends each individual frame and becomes a cohesive whole. “A microcosm of the macrocosm ,my body doesn’t separate me from others. It actually connects me to the collective
experience of humanity throughout time.Yet every physical vehicle manifests an individual’s unique cellular
language that expresses emotional, mental and spiritual levels of existence. Our biography becomes our biology
and we co-exist in a powerful dichotomy - separate yet one.”
These large photographs of 34 x 40 are presented exactly as they were shot. There is no manipulation of
the images. The grid results from the standard practice for photographers when making a contact sheet to view
the results of each roll. I feel this straight forward simplicity of representation exemplifies the poetic complexity
of their content.

Body Memory 75

But Why Did They Do It?

Body Memory 1

An Effect Too Great to Be Accounted For
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Kevin Charles Kline		
Barrel Through
\Choices		

Buffalo, NY				

plaidthermos@yahoo.com

Plak mounted Chromogenic prints from paper negatives
Plak mounted Chromogenic prints from paper negatives

Barrel Through

\Choices

24x30
24x30		

$300
$300

       Simply, if you look often and
hard enough you will find something; this is just a matter of fact. I
choose to see. Photography is more
of an adapted philosophy of seeing
rather than a medium. I take the roll
of a photographer as an observer
and carry my camera, that acts as
a single-eyed medusa that fixes
life and light like stone standing
against the brunt of time. It persistently gives me a reason to be aware.
Asking myself why I make what I
make or choose to do what I do, is
like asking a two-year-old why they
decided to empty the contents of the
kitchen cabinets on to the linoleum
floor. Is there a thought involved?
Sure. Is there a reason for what I
did? Maybe. Do I
always know what I do what I
do? Not really.  It is a shrug of the
shoulders with a confused look at
best; it is a reaction, a momentary
choice, as is life and as was this
statement.
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Tarrah Krajnak					
Woman #1 		
Woman #2 		

Archival ink jet
Archival ink jet

Burlington, VT		
11x14
11x14

$250
$250

tkrajnak@uvm.edu

These “Untitled” portraits examine the structure of family as physicality and genetic lineage against my own
identity as an adopted child. I construct digital composite self-portraits by overlaying appropriated faces from
my adoptive family album over my own contemporary image forming virtual hybrids of myself with deceased
members of my family. Ultimately, these living-dead portraits became a way for me to visually weave myself
into my own family album in order to write my own history while simultaneously reinforcing the visual disconnect that my own physical characteristics represent.

Woman #1

Woman #2
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Alex Krieger							
Eye
Forbidden Path
Zebra Stripes

Sun Pictures to Mega-Pixels Catalogue

jm.3.16.krieger@earthlink.net

       My love of photography began the summer I was given my first “real” camera.  Through its eye, the world
became something new, alive and burning to speak to me.  I traveled, recording my experiences and interactions.  I saw truth through the lens, but in my pictures it seemed something had died.  My images were flat,
lifeless stamps of a distant world.  True in their physical sense but not in the emotional sense in which they were
experienced.  I realized that I had to dig deeper into what the art of photography really was and what it meant to
me.  I became a painter, painting with light.
    This vision opened up an entirely new world of possibilities inside my head.  Through endless experimentation, I have pursued the many expressions of “truth” in the images that I have collected.  I see them not as the
things they once were, but as shapes and densities independent from the real life out of which they were born.
    These forms are then taken to the dark room, pushed, developed, and molded in the direction toward which
they gravitate, until the image is completely transformed from what it once was into something more expressive and less physical.  The process is interactive; a conversation between art and artist in which the spirit of the
image, the feeling of the experience, and the labor of the process comes forward as a physical manifestation.  
Creation begins first with precision, structure and control.  Then, as the process becomes more experimental and
the forms more open to interpretation, art begins to emerge. Conversation builds, and then suddenly everything
lets go. The photograph is no longer a thing, but a spirit, free and alive. This is the moment I know I have succeeded: this moment when the fever stops, and I hear my work speaking to me in a voice that is not my own,
teaching me the inner most depths of myself.  
    Art is not a thing, but an interaction, an experience. It is
a mirror, reflecting not light, but thoughts and feelings too
complex to speak of in words. My hope is that this work will
be a mirror for those who choose to see and to feel.  It does
not matter what it is that is felt, whether appreciation, longing, or disgust, as long as there is something felt. Then the
art lives.         
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Roy LaGrone		

Italy (APO)				

These works are from my Beta Projection Series, a suite of chromogenic prints that all derive from what most
citizens refer to as junk. They are photomontages involving intricate illusions of three-dimensional space, which
derive from these found objects. Utilizing the advances in digital imaging processes, I attempt to prescribe
visual narratives for these now-discarded artifacts. Working at the intersection of photography, sculpture and
painting, these large-scale, computer-generated transpositions are fetishes that explore the idea of transforming socially discarded beings, places, and objects into sacred projections. They act as metaphors that examine a
paradox of our hybridity as humans. The work in some ways highlights notions of 21st Century displacement,
identity, and universal becoming. My goal for this work is to invite viewers to peacefully and simply embrace
the beauty of the impossible. I am questioning whether today’s technology can be optimized to produce holistic
models of healing, empowerment and transcendence.

Beacon #2 (Havana
Blues)

Ship’s Log #5240
(Sharecropper Reflections)

The Eye
Forbidden Path
Zebra Stripes

rlagro@hotmail.com

Ship’s Log #5240 (Sharecropper Reflections) 2006 C-print           30x35 inches      $1250.00
Beacon #2 (Havana Blues) 2006                               C-print           30x32 inches      $1150.00
Beacon #3 (Lay Your Head on my Pillow) 2006       C-print           27x24 inches      $850.00  
Transfiguration Codec #1  2004                               C-print           22x24 inches      $750.00

Transfiguration
Codec #1

Beacon #3 (Lay
Your Head on my
Pillow)
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Barbara Leven			
Maze 		
Taxi 		
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Queens, NY					

Archival pigment print
Archival pigment print

framed 18” x 24”
framed 18” x 24”

$800
$800

bleven@earthlink.net

After the shattering events of 9/11, I felt the need to photograph, in color, the streets of New York City
where I was born and raised. This was a sharp departure from my previous work, which had consisted primarily
of black and white and hand-painted ﬁgure studies
photographed in a studio environment, using traditional methods. The new images, made
with a digital camera, are mostly close-ups of abandoned buildings, walls covered in grafﬁti, rusted metal,
peeling paint, windows, and dilapidated fences. These decaying structures “call out” to me. There is something
fascinating about the way human neglect and exposure to the elements transforms once intact and integrated
structures into dying constructions. Like all things organic, man-made constructions obey the same life cycle of
birth, growth, maturity, decline and death. Traveling along the same time/space continuum by forces seen and
unseen as everything in our universe, all things organic and inorganic alike interact with and upon each other,
creating uniqueness both beautiful and hideous at each interval.
Recently I have begun to focus on windows as I ﬁnd them on the streets; in sunlight or in shade, wet or
dry, damaged, broken or whole, covered or uncovered, dirty or clean, with light behind or without, composed of
glass bricks or single panes; all mysterious by what they
reveal hidden in their depths. The glass either reﬂects my literal perception of the world around me or exposes
those metaphors concealed deep within my unconscious mind.
I am an integral part of the city. I wander the neighborhoods searching out those things we pass by without noticing thousands of times a day. I look for the beautiful hidden
beneath the façade, the message in the peeling paint, the mysteries in the depths of the glass, the reﬂections of
my own existence in the cycle of life.
Compelled to photograph these objects, as I ﬁnd them in natural daylight, I try to record those transcendent moments before ultimate demise overtakes them, abstracting three dimensions into two, preserved on paper.
These images as a body of work create a document of time and place, a magniﬁed detail of the richness
and complexity of inorganic life cropped from the larger image of the living city.

Maze

Taxi
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Jennifer Libby			

Rochester, NY				

vadra555@yahoo.com

6708- Age 52                paper (or digital prints), wax, wire (or found object), 26x20x10”  $2000

I amass things rather than collect them. Collections imply organization and methodology. I have a collection
of stamps but I am not a stamp collector. I don’t give a hoot about value or provenance; I simply derive pleasure from the tiny rows of images. I have amassed a wide variety of “valueless” images and objects over the
years, the not-so-raw material that I draw upon to make my art. Themes of time, memory, and decay, central to
my work, are explored using hand-processed film, found objects, collodion images, and digital technologies. I
align an interest in the archaeology of 19th and 20th century media with the archaeology of the self. Memories,
words, images, and objects are overlapping fragments that create, preserve, transform, and destroy one another.
Through my amassing and my re/creating I am trying to translate or coalesce these transitory fragments to
reveal, provoke, and elucidate.
The images and text in 6708- Age 52 are from Photo Album, a lonely hearts publication from the 1950s that
advertised “lonely maidens, widows and divorcees seeking new friends, romance and marriage.”
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Self-Portrait with Lucy

Carmen Lizardo			
lizardoc@newpaltz.edu

Kingston, NY									

Self-Portrait with Wedding Veil kallitype, 24x36, $1500
Self-Portrait with Lucy (Black Face) kallitype, 24x36, $1500
Self-Portrait with Lucy
kallitype,     24x36, $1500
The fact that I
am writing to you
in English
already falsifies what I
wanted to tell you.
My subject:
how to explain to you
that I don’t belong to English
though I belong nowhere else.
—Gustavo Perez Firmat
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Nancy Lloyd			
The Red Door Steps 2003
Southern Concrete #2 		

Athens, GA					

Polaroid/waterbased media
Polaroid /waterbased media

16 1/2” x18”
30” x 22”  
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nanclloyd@yahoo.com
  $800.00
  $1200

My recent work evolved after a visit to the Morandi Museum in Bologna, Italy in 1999. I had been
working with photography, documentary video and the watercolor medium in landscape for many years.
Searching for a new direction, I became intrigued by Morandi’s use of repetitive simple still life objects bathed
in that translucent light which seems to emanate from every image in his paintings. I decided to incorporate this
underlying concept within the experimentation I had
been doing with slide transfers. The small works have nine images included in each piece and the larger format
work has up to six 8 x 10 Polaroids. After printing they are manipulated with multiple
water-based materials into one unified design. The desire to work this technique to a larger scale has been a tenacious and frustrating process which is still ongoing. The procedure may be exacting, but the final result leaves
one open to many creative spontaneous solutions that not only defies its
process, but keeps it exciting.

I was born in  1970 in La Romana, small town in the Dominican Republic. I have been living in New
York for about 13 years. Today, I speak and write in broken Spanish and broken English; I feel caught in the
middle of a frontier that I can only attempt to cross through art. Contrary to some feminist’s ideologies, it
doesn’t bother me to be classified as a “woman artist, with women’s issues” because I am a female artist with
female issues. The mood of my artwork is sensual, violent and often sad, dealing with my associations of race,
myth, and identity.
Self with Wedding Veil
Self-Portrait with Lucy (Black Face)

Souther Concrete #2
The Red Door Steps 2003
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Thomas Loeb			
Gallup
Santa Cruz
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San Francisco, CA		
GSP
GSP

16x16
16x16

loebiusmobius@yahoo.com
$800.00
$800.00

In 1988 I began a series of photographs I gradually came to think if as depicting found sculpture and
anonymous architecture. My initial aim was to create a visual dictionary or guidebook of forms I could refer to
in the process of creating work in other media such as painting and printmaking. Through various techniques,
I started to introduce elements of painting and printmaking into the photographic process itself, and eventually
came to see the photographic inventory I was assembling as convincing enough to pursue on its own merits.   

Gallup
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Anne Longo			
Aerin’s Hope 		
Fear Eats the Soul

Lubbock, TX				

Archival print on panel     
Archival print on panel   

anne.m.longo@ttu.edu		

24” x 16”            $600
18” x 24”        $600

The experience of being a transplanted individual instigated the desire to introduce the photographed and
digitized image into my more traditional art practice. As a traditional painter, I had resisted technology, until
I realized that the increasing complexity of my life in a city of millions of immigrants forced me to look in a
new way at the specifics of identity and location. Of all the printed materials that a new resident must deal with,
maps became a prominent element. They can be both gateway into a new location, and the means by which
to flatten and distort that place into a reality that can be more easily assimilated and exploited.  By integrating
maps into the images, I asked myself how the presence of the information of a map changed my relation to what
was pictured.  By creating this relationship, by embedding that information into a specific person or location, is
it deepened, or flattened? The process I use is simple and incorporates techniques from my mixed media practice that allows exhibition without glass, so that interaction with the image is more immediate, but no less mediated by the artist’s hand.
Aerin’s Hope

Fear Eats the Soul

Santa Cruz
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Louviere and Vanessa		
Chlorofemina Loup Garou
Chlorofemina, Neque
Chloroform, Sursum

New Orleans, LA			

jeff@louviereandvanessa.com

Archival inkjet with wax and blood     25x36      $1500
Archival inkjet with wax and blood     23x34      $1500
Archival inkjet with wax and blood     24x32       $1500

If functions can be given any meaning in art, then our art’s function is the testing of personal observations, convictions, and moods through our ability to communicate them–to make the personal universal, and vice versa.
By collaborating, we put ourselves in the midst of alternating currents of decision and production, action and
responsibility, decay and clarity–capturing the moment between “has been” and “what will be.”
Our work is unabashedly narrative and borrows from stories, dreams, and the collective human unconscious.
Like authors, we dress and pose our characters then set them loose to fill their particular created universe. Our
subjects converse with the camera and with their settings; like the traditional tableaux vivants, they are at once
more universal and more individual in their stylized setting than they could be in the fog of the everyday.
The photographs strip away the parameters of time, removing the benefit of that way of contextualizing and
defining what the viewer sees. Instead, the images emerge as archetypes or shards of myth: deeply personal tableaux  that challenge the viewer to enter the conversation. For us, the more personal the image, the more universal are the potential responses to it. By distressing and abusing the final negatives, we re-impose time (through
the process of disintegration and decay) onto the time-less picture; like myth, the final product is both ancient
and breathtakingly new.

Chlorofemina Loup Garou

Chlorofemina, Neque

Chloroform, Sursum
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John Maggiotto			
At Work 		
Titan in Silver

Dobbs Ferry, NY				

Photographic emulsion on marble
Photographic emulsion on marble

36x36
48x36

$5000
$5000

john@maggiotto.com

I make this work as a celebration of seeing.  Since my earliest experiences with images, in magazines, newspapers and television, I had a desire to recreate the world in pictures.  The earliest work explored the mediated
world of television.  Lives watched not lived.  
I wanted to put the artist’s touch directly into the works I was making. Photographs on paper lacked the
power of the painted canvas.  I did not want to be a painter in the 70’s but I did want to make my own objects. I
decided to apply the photographic emulsion by hand, similar to the way the early pioneers in the medium did.  I
embrace chance and ambiguity in this process. The first pieces were cast squares of plaster. These were painted
with color and covered with emulsion.  Eventually they became freeform and grew in scale.
The objects here are marble and wood.  The images are created in the studio or found in the landscape.  
Like sculptors before me I am seduced by the image of the human form in marble.  The hand doing the simplest
of tasks conveys narratives shared by all.  Holding, pulling, and throwing in larger than life scale represents caring, working and playing in a language of silver, light and stone.  Our world is beautiful and painful; hopefully
these artworks increase the first and lessen the last.  

At Work
Titan in Silver
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Patrick Craig Manning

Albuquerque, NM

Untitled Historical Sites 1, 2, 3 & 4 All: archival inkjet prints

patrickcraigmanning@hotmail.com

20 x 24

  $300 each

I remember singing “John Henry was a steel driving man…” in kindergarten.  He was a noble figure.  
The man in the song competed futilely against the rise of inhuman technologies.  Struggling valiantly, he beats
the machine, but dies from his exertions.  Recently, traveling through West Virginia, I came across the John
Henry Monument perched high on a steep mountainside hundreds of feet above train tracks entering a tunnel.  A
statue of John Henry with a sledgehammer faced out towards the small, empty parking area.  I was astonished.  
I had always thought John Henry was a metaphor not a real person, but here was an official state monument on
a hillside over railroad tracks.  The hillside memorial seemed an artifact dropped from a childhood song.
Untitled Historical Sites shows digital renderings of photographs (negatives and dry-plate Ambrotypes)
of historical sites from around the United States.  This ongoing body of work seeks to make visible the interaction of language and place.  These memorials, monuments, and sites, these places, are generated by the stories
we tell ourselves about the past. The sign WAI-I-LAT-PU informs the curious passerby of the murder of missionaries by Native Americans.  The sign covers the view, the paving obliterates the ground, and electrical pylons are present for our consideration.  History is written in the present.  It rewrites and erases the past.  Untitled
Historical Sites presents historical sites while only providing the stories the places visually show.  
Photographs are often looked through, not at, as objects constructed by people.  History is often encountered in the same way.  When visiting Jamestown, the informational signs tell us this is the location of the
original fort.  We look at the pits and ignore the construction of the story we just read.  We look through history
at a linguistic past.  Untitled Historical Sites explores the transparency and opacity of the ways in which we tell
ourselves who we are.  Untitled Historical Sites is the product of a fascination with absurdity, with futility, with
loss and absence.  It attempts to capture not the asphalt, the litter, the twigs, bricks… but history, to freeze the
fiction in place for one moment and examine it.  
These photographs seek to separate history from the places where the story has been physically built into
the land. These images seek to embed these sites in a film of silver halides re-represented through ink, leaving
the story behind.  The history (the language) that constructed the place is removed, separated from the pathos
of cheap signs, poorly made statues, parking lots in the midst of battlefields, and the anonymous structures of
anonymous laborers.  It is through this erasure that we see the formation of celebrity, of an authority that rests
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Stephen Marc			

Tempe, AZ				

stepmarc@asu.edu

Underground Rail Road series, nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 All: Archival ink-jet 9x26 unframed; 22.5x37.5 framed $1800
These montages are from the Walking in the Footsteps series, which is part of a larger ongoing Underground Railroad (UGRR) project. The montages metaphorically blend together images that address the UGRR
and slavery, with other African diaspora and contemporary culture references. They include historic locations
and artifacts from several states throughout the United States, and Ontario, Canada. The role of the montages is
to reference the complex nature of the UGRR, which required strategies of concealment, disguise, and evasion
(including organized misdirection), as well as the use of secret codes and signals. They were created in order to
supplement documentary composites where several images are used to describe individual UGRR sites.
2)  The background pattern and the doorway on the right come from a slave cabin near Starkville, MS.
They are merged with the Pacific ocean shoreline of Carmel, CA; slave cabins in the River Road region near
New Orleans, LA; the interior of a slave cabin in Miami, FL; a wedding dress; mortar; and a
horse and carriage silhouette from a billboard in Olean, NY. (2004)
3)  This Mississippi montage merges a wrought iron fence and houses in Vicksburg near the Cedar
Grove Plantation, a cotton field and plow, torso with Phi Beta Sigma fraternity brands, and a repeated text fragment from a slave owner’s letter defending his decision not to emancipate his slaves. (2002)
4)  A female sphinx tombstone, hitching post, lawn jockey, flying roasted pig, and several figures populate this middle Illinois farm landscape with a deteriorated skeleton of a barn on the left. Bishop Henderson in
the upper right is walking through the basement hallway of the Michigan Street Church in Buffalo, NY. (2004)
5)  A black girl is walking through the Castillo de San Marcos fort in St. Augustine, FL toward the ruins
of the slave quarters at the Kingsley Plantation in Jacksonville, FL. Also included is the tombstone of a sleeping
child and a stone floral detail.  (2004)

#2
Underground Railroad
#3

#2
#1

#3

#4
Untitled Historical Sites

#4

#5
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Pauline Mariano			
Honoring the Importance...
How to Please Your Man

Pottstown, PA		

Paulinemariano@hotmail.com

Cyanotypes on linen, 90x90”
     $12,000
Cyanotypes on dishtowels, 8 feet long    $1200

In the search for a process to convey my ideas and feelings, Alternative Photo Process has been a method that suits my creative vision.  I am deeply interested in women’s issues and the idea of “women’s work”.  
Through my artwork I have been representing women as beautiful, strong and powerful human beings.  The
images I have chosen to use range from photographs to abstract silk paintings, which convey the beauty and
similarities of women’s bodies and nature.  I have utilized sewing, embroidery, painting and photography to
achieve my goals.
Honoring the Importance… was inspired by the idea of traditional women’s work, which has been
undervalued and placed in a less important category.  The idea was to honor the work that women do by using images of my female relatives and the tradition of sewing as women’s work.  The images were made from
old photographs, using the computer and an alternative process called cyanotype.  By enlarging the size of the
apron, I attempted to convey, through scale, the enormous impact and great value women’s work has contributed to society.  It was a tribute to my female relatives who inspired me personally, but I found that women who
viewed it could relate to it from their own personal perspective also.

detail

Honoring the Importance
detail

How to Please Your Man
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Michael Marshall			
Creek Man, 		
In Memory Of		
Le Celle Valley

Platinum Print
Platinum Print
Platinum Print

Athens, GA			

michaeljmarshall@hotmail.com

image: 18” x 18” frame: 30” x 27”
image: 18” x 18” frame: 30” x 27”
image: 15” x 18” frame: 30” x 27”

$600
$600
$600

I am captivated by the age-old schisms of Western thought sometimes known as the Cartesian split.  It is that
collision of paradigms between faith and empiricism, logic and intuition, embodiments of the left and right
hemispheres of the brain. Science attempts to define that which I do not understand, solid ground for my uncertainties.  But the world seems no less full of mystery and magic because of it.  The language of the camera supports the ideals of science, suggested truths.  It is the ideal tool for exploring the mysteries and wonders of the
world I encounter. At its beginning photography was a scientist?s medium, the inventors and craftsmen.  Glass
plates and the platinum/palladium process are my references to their ideals, their search for understanding. Images though often function more like faith, only to point a finger at ineffable experience and mystery.

Creek Man

Le Celle Valley

In Memory of...
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Allan Maxwell		
2 Girls in a Square		
Doll Series #1 			
Water Series #3 		

Orlando, FL			

Cibachrome		
Cibachrome		
Cibachrome		

24x36		
24x36		
24x36		

amaxwellphoto@bellsouth.net
$1500
$1500
$1500
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Jeanette May			

Washington, D.C.				

Super Heroines  All: Gelatin Silver Print & Pencil 24 x 20”, $1,500

My photography takes a post-modern approach to image making.
These images represents an investigation into the photographic medium itself. Deconstructing, then
restructuring the imagery to give meaning to the content of the final image.  These images are more “about photography” than being typical photographs.  They attempt to create a fictitious space and are closer to painting in
their composition and layered structure.
The imagery creates a visually layered effect, by placing images within the image, scratching the emulsion and juxtaposing the “hand-drawn” with a “machine-made” image. Suggested relationships between the
characters are devised to help create a contemporary narrative as a poetic device.

jeanette@positive.org

I want the power to fight bad guys, right wrongs, and “pow!” “bang!” beat people up.  My desires are
not always fulfilled in the real world, so I created an alter-ego.  I imagined myself as a strong, powerful woman—a super heroine.  I decided on a cross between Bat Girl and Cat Woman.  I knew that Cat Woman was a
villain, not a heroine, but I wanted to be sexy and a bit scary.  Real women are not simply good or evil.  Many
women aspire to saving the world and some of us would also like to do some damage.
I photographed women whose strong characters I admired.  My photographic work often involves the
subjects as active participants, so I asked them to choose their super power or an existing comic book character.  
Some women wanted super-human powers of flight, speed, or strength.  Some wanted to feel more empowered
than their suburban/academic/family lives afforded.  Others desired destructive powers that they could wield
with caprice . . . for a good cause!  Many saw an opportunity to confront a nemesis.  They wanted to rid the
world of corrupt politicians, evil corporations, the patriarchy, and common nastiness.  Pow!  Bang!
The desire for super powers often surfaces at a time when world events seem too big for mere humans.  The
history of the “action heroine” began with Brenda Starr and Miss Fury fighting the Nazis in the 1940’s.  Torchy
Brown confronted segregation and bigotry.  Wonder Woman was reinvented wielding a speculum for women’s
reproductive rights.  The punk years produced the RiotGrrrls/zine revolution, Tank Girl, Girlhero, and other
underground heroines.  Guerrilla Girls, real live costumed crusaders in gorilla masks, campaigned for the inclusion of women and people of color in the 1980-1990s art world.  Fire-eating Lesbian Avengers and the fictional
Hothead Paisan threatened the enemies of gay and lesbian rights. Girls yearn for courageous, rebellious role
models.  Some girls grow up to become them.
The photographic portrait confirms that these are real women, not entirely figments of an artist’s imagination.  The combination of photo and drawing also momentarily plays with our sense of reality. I printed the
photographs on Bergger’s Silver Supreme paper, which Bergger produces by coating Arches 100% rag paper
with gelatin silver emulsion.  The textured surface allowed me to draw in the elements of fantasy directly on the
photograph.  
Avenging Matron

2 Girls in a Square
Bat Woman

Water Series #3

Doll Series #1
Vaporatrix
Wonder
Woman
Flash
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Michael Mazzeo			
Goddess III
Goddess V
Afros		
Jo B.		
Todd		

Ambrotype
Ambrotype
Ambrotype
Ambrotype
Ambrotype
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New York, NY			

8x10” , 13x15” framed
8x10” , 13x15” framed
8x10” , 13x15” framed
8x10” , 13x15” framed
8x10” , 13x15” framed

mm@michaelmazzeo.com

3500.00
3500.00
3500.00
3500.00
3500.00

A portrait session is an intimate event, a trust-based collaboration between the artist and subject.  Whether elaborately dressed or completely unadorned, the subjects of my photographs maintain a sense of dignity,
grace, and empowerment.  
Though portraiture implies a certain expectation of authenticity, the characters in these photographs are
subversive in nature, occupying a space between a real and fabricated identity. My concerns lie in our perception and portrayal of beauty, race, gender, and power. I find inspiration in sources as diverse as Renaissance
portraiture, Civil War-era tintypes and recent fashion imagery.
I work in the wet-plate collodion process, a labor-intensive, mid-19th century photographic method that
requires me to work very deliberately, carefully deciding when to commit an image to the sensitized glass.
In any one session, I expose only a handful of plates, each yielding an
ambrotype, a unique, positive image on dark, stained-glass.
Wet-plate photography, though
difficult, affords me the opportunity to experience photography as
did the inventors and early practitioners of the medium—with little
outside intervention, a degree of
uncertainty, and a tolerance for
imperfection, both in the process
and in my own abilities.
Goddess V

Goddess III
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Thomas Mezzanotte		

Bridgeport, CT		

Anamorphic Portrait 		
Unique platinum print  
Anamorphic Crouching Man Unique platinum print  
Anamorphic Torso 		
Unique platinum print  

mezzanotteobscura@yahoo.com

18x24 (unframed)   
11x8.5 (unframed)
18x24 (unframed)

These photographs were shot using a 12-foot-square camera obscura. While inside the camera I compose the
image on an easel placed at an oblique angle to the lens plane. I capture the image on sheets of ultra large format film or rolls of photo paper. They are printed on rag paper sensitized by the hand application of  those 19th
Century photographic processes that are often and mistakenly called ‘alternative processes’.
For over twenty years I have been working with platinum, palladium. cyanotype and other 19th Century
photographic processes that were abandonned starting around 1888 in favor of the less cumbersome and labor
intensive silver gelatin process. From the beginning I recognized that these processes made possible aesthetic
explorations outside the current prevailing photographic practice. As with most photographers when they begin
working with these coatings, I left the brush strokes visible at the edges of my images as the manifestations of
an active presence. I re-discovered the mark, the drip, the blob, the gestural richness that hand application of the
chemistry allows.
I look for inspiration towards the drawings of Rodin and Joseph Beuys, the magic of Giacometti’s paintings, even the writings of Jorge Luis Borges, and knew that all aesthetic directions were now open.
At some point the work that I was doing with the brush and the negatives that I was creating inside the
camera obscura came together. Eventually there was no way to
keep them apart.The combination of the anamorphic negatives and
the effects of the hand applied  19th century coatings demanded
my full attention. It has come to dominate the work I’ve done
since.
The camera obscura that I am currently using is a soft
sided, steel framed, portable structure that I’ve lined with 100%
opaque drop out fabric. I shoot with or without a lens. My exposures are made usingaereographic film or rolls of  fiber based
paper. The final prints
are most often palladium or a mixture of
platinum and palladium
on Rives paper.

AnamorphicCrouching Man
(above)

Anamorphic Torso
Jo B.

Afros

Todd

$2200
$1000
$2200

Anamorphic Portrait
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Brian Patrick Miller		

Towson, MD		

Dune Study Watercolor paper and liquid emulsion
River at Chester Watercolor paper and liquid emulsion

22x30
22x30

mctavishworldwide@hotmail.com
$1400
$1400

In general, my objectives as an artist lie in the photographic moment – the instant of confirmation via
light.  Photography is an inner revelation of the union between the power of light and the synchronicity of consciousness. Often, in the course of a photographic outing, I find myself in moments of stillness.  At these times,
the visual field on my ground glass, my mechanisms of consciousness, and the external world of objects and
light seem to intersect.  I am overcome by this equanimity.
Explicitness and ordinary events are regular themes in my work yet many divergent images reveal themselves between those more document based.  The application of emulsion onto the textured surface by hand is a
means of negating the exactitude I normally pursue in the fine print.  Focusing on the natural environment was
also an interlude to imagery otherwise engaged with the human landscape.  I wanted to find a presentation that
evoked the Japanese Sum-e, a medium whose imagery reminded me of the moments encountered in my own
landscapes.  The motion of the hands - the brush to paper - was critical; each stroke careful and calculated.  I
felt that fauna, as a subject, would diminish outward, conceptual engagement with other subjects like manmade
objects, portraits, or spatial investigations.  Only afterward did I connect to the process as an anachronistic
mode of photography.    

Dune Study
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Brad Michael Moore		
Feathered Flower
Plitvicka		
Shunting Light		

Perrin, TX			

Handprinted Giclee
Handprinted Giclee
Handprinted Giclee

30”x30”
11”x20”
21”x17”

bmm@bradmichaelmoore.com

$900.00
$600.00
$700.00

MultiPlexes
MultiPlexing represents a process of mirroring and unfolding an image to observe its hidden symmetrical qualities.
I apply the process to a wide range of subjects, transforming simpler random forms them into new structures of balance and symmetry, revealing new meanings. Sometimes I destabilize the process via additive visual
notions that slightly skew the image equilibrium.  
I began practicing the MultiPlexing art form piecemeal (by the panel) in the darkroom—a very laborious
exercise.  Digital process makes things much easier.
My first exhibitions of MultiPlexes (in the form of photo-assemblages) were shown in 1984, in Dallas,
Texas, at the Turtle Creek Gallery, and in 1987, at the Houston Center for Photography.  
This work, perhaps seeded from Op Art, seeks to be more than a Rorschach Test, more than a wallpaper.  I search, through the mind-friendly medium of repetition, to uncover formal beauty in an external world of
randomness.

River at Chester

Shunting Light

Plitvicka
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Laura Mozes			
Mirrored Images:
Kamila 		
Amber 			
Herodias 		

New York, NY				

Liquid light on mirror
Liquid light on mirror
Liquid light on mirror

12x18
11x14
12x12

mozla79@yahoo.com

contact artist
contact artist
contact artist

Mirrors provide a way of examining who we are, how we present ourselves, and how we envision others
to perceive us.  To imagine living in our society without mirrors is difficult.  Women rarely leave home without
gazing into a mirror for reassurance and confidence. Mirrors are often used by women in a private environment,
to avoid appearing insecure or too overtly conscious of their outward appearance.  Perhaps, what we see in a
mirror is partly our own creation.   
Modern society is a montage of images consisting of youth, sexuality, and unattainable ideals, often illustrated
in the media. When gazing at another, one may admire or desire aspects of someone else’s life, or through visualizing another’s situation; one can feel empathy and appreciate what he or she has.  In Mirrored Images, we see
ourselves through others.  My work encourages a direct confrontation between the viewer and the person photographed.          www.lauramozes.com
Dedicated to my Mother
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Owen Mundy			
Untitled (Capa Silhouette) 		
Landscape 4 				
Landscape 6 				

La Jolla, CA				
Tar paper
48 x 60 in.
Archival Ink Jet Print  45 x 16 in.
Archival Ink Jet Print 41 x 16 in.

omundy@gmail.com
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$700
$500
$500

Binary Opposition refers to a two-part system where things are defined by what they are not. This work
explores the Western mold of consumer culture that shapes our identities. The dotted-line figure represents an
anonymous individual whom the viewer is able to project onto—constructing an identity based on the particular
consumer landscape.
In the videos from this series, I focus on the mediums that deliver messages to consumers. The commercials and hyper-focused product placements in films generate a look into the means of the identity construction.
The video portriats become

Untitled (Capa Silhouette)
Camilla
Amber

Landscape 4

Herodias

Landscape 6
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Jeff Murphy 			

Charlotte, NC			

Castelvecchio v. 8.1.1 Pigment on Paper
Grand Plaza		
Pigment on Paper

20 x 40
20 x 40

$500.00
$500.00

jemurphy@email.uncc.edu

Raised in a Catholic family,  I was indoctrinated within an intense religious belief system, beliefs that I shared
with my parents until college. However, after I was exposed to a larger picture of the world including scientific
methodology and logic, my faith began to crumble. Since I cannot reconcile my understanding of logic and scientific methodology with my desire for the spiritual and transcendent, I have created these works as my personal
search, my quest for a spiritual epiphany.
I have explored and exhibited interactive projects, digital video, and sculptural fabrications in dealing with
these conceptual ideas. My recent works are photographically based and use the latest archival and UV resistant
pigments in the printing process. These images often examine the landscape and structures related to religious
iconography. Additionally, I hope to invoke the idea of the sublime as a spiritual signifier. The works are printed
on canvas and archival papers and are composites from several digital photographs shot on location. I began this
work with trips to Italy and Vatican City (due to my Catholic upbringing), but I am expanding my conceptual
boundaries to include multiple notions of religious and spiritual identity.

Castelvecchio v. 8.1.1

Rachel Murray-Meyer			
Dahlias

A major conceptual and thematic aspect of my work has always been the search for one’s religious identity. My
works examine the role of the spiritual within a contemporary framework that deifies technology and looks to
technology as savior.

Grand Plaza
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San Francisco, CA		

Transparency floated over silver-panted paper

rachelmm@pacbell.net

8x10/16x20 framed

$400

I’ve made art objects and experimental environments since I was a child, but I was always interested
in science as much as art, ending up with a masters in industrial engineering. My spiritual quest took me to
photography, however, and eventually I began experimenting with ways of using light (outside the darkroom)
to create my images. I devised assemblages using integrated light sources, plexiglas and other surfaces. More
recently I’ve begun exploring ordinary objects and botanicals and creating the effects more simply, as in the
present work. Here I suspend a transparent image over a silver painted surface, which gives the black and white
flowers a exceptional luminosity.
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Kathryn Myers		

Mansfield, CT				

Shiva-Shakti Manuscript, Pages I & II Both: ink-jet print    
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kathryn.myers@uconn.edu

16x12”    

$600.00

In seeking a format in which to place a multitude of figurative, abstract and decorative imagery drawn
from several trips to India I came upon a technique of layering photographs in a manner resembling Islamic or
Indian miniature paintings and manuscript pages with their decorative borders and central figurative image.
I photographed both female figures at the Dargah of the Sufi saint Khawaja Garib Nawaz in Ajmer
which visited shortly after leaving Ahmedabad during the communal riots between Hindu’s and Muslims in
2002. People of all faiths worship the Sufi saints, who are known for their compassion, and it was a wonderful
place to be after witnessing some of the violence that continued for several months in Gujarat.  Shakti, a word
in the title of both pieces is the Sanskrit term for female divine power and is often represented by an upward
pointing triangle in a Yantra, or sacred diagram along with a downward pointing Triangle representing Shiva,
the name of a Hindu god as well as a term for male energy. In one image I have taken a photograph of a triangular incense burner from a temple and turned it upside down, as a “Shiva” symbol spilling ashes upon the female
figure below. In the other image I have taken the symbol of the “praying hands,” one that is similar in many
faiths but in Hinduism is the mudra for the greeting, Namaskar, as well as a gesture of prayer in Catholicism.
Both pieces reflect the ambiguous place of women in traditional Indian society where she is both discriminated
against and worshiped as a goddess or divine force. I am also interested in ambiguous body language, particularly gestures such as those in both of my images that can mean both devotion and meditation as well grief and
despair.
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Steven Ochs		

Untitled 434 Photomontage in Ochs Cube
Untitled 444 Photomontage in Ochs Cube
Untitled 488 Photomontage in Ochs Cube
Untitled 491 Photomontage in Ochs Cube

Shiva-Shakti Manuscript Page II

24” x 36”
24” x 24”
24” x 36”
24” x 36”

$6000
$6000
$6000
$6000

steven@stevenochs.com

Our minds idealize and simplify the objects that we see. I have invented a process to create the illusion of three
dimensions without glasses or lasers. After finding inspirarion in the dilapidated floors in Venezuela, I decided
to focus on the representation of rooms from above with a surreal touch. First I had to deconstruct the mental
process of seeing perspective. I analysed all lines in terms of S-curves, ellipses (flattened circles) and rectangles. Then I figured out how to recombine these elements to create the illusion of depth. The patented process
involved layering color separations, using minute offsets of color, shade and line to create the illusion of depth
when viewed at a distance. The full image framing is done in Plexiglas, illuminated from below. Flat prints are
also available.

Untitled 434

Shiva-Shakti Manuscript Page I

Portland, OR					
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Untitled 488

Untitled 491

Untitled 444
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Mark Osterman		
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Rochester, NY			

info@laurencemillergallery.com

Catching Blanks 2001 Waxed, gold toned, salt print from 8x10 collodion negative, 18x18 framed  $1700
Blowing Smoke Waxed, gold toned, salt print from 8x10 collodion negative,16x20 framed  
$1700
Paper Wasp Extraction Waxed, gold toned, salt print from 8x10 collodion negative,16x20 framed $1700

Confidence

The images in this body of work relate to a traveling medicine show I created and performed for twenty years.  
As the character “Dr. B.B. Bumstead,” I played the banjo, grew “hair,” made it rain, caught bullets in my teeth
and sold snake oil and nose flutes from a folding stage I had built onto the back of a 1919 Model T Ford.  As I
reflect on it now, it’s possible that the only reason I performed the show was for the experience of recalling the
memory of it later; to create a history for the character and the show. While the images are steeped with surealism, they are only traces of the actual experience.
My hands are often the most important element of
this imagery.  All things that will ultimately survive
me are created by them, including the images.  Like
the disembodied hands in a Rube Goldberg cartoon,
I often introduce my own in relation to machinery
whose only purpose is to establish a need for manipulation.
As self-portraits, the images show but a spectre of
the real man. They step out from the edges of darkness as the personal memory of a performance as
seen from the performer’s point of view, and like all
good stories, such memories become embellished
with the passage of time.
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Howard M. Paine			
Remnant #2
Wing #1
Wing #4
Wing #5

Giclee Print
Giclee Print
Giclee Print
Giclee Print

Memphis, TN					
34x44
15x20    
15x20    
15x20    

$1600
$400
$400
$400

hpaine@mca.edu

My recent work is borne out of the realization that technology affects organisms down to the cellular level. This
is evidenced by such cases as Dolly the cloned sheep and other organisms that have been likewise created and/
or mutated. The influence of technology upon organisms is not a one-way street, nor is it strictly an intentional
enterprise. Unintentional mutations in organisms play a powerful role today. Benign viruses may suddenly become hazardous, and technology must play catch-up as it bends to the whim of nature. Through this interplay of
technology and the organic an entirely new synthesis takes place. This is the thematic and conceptual basis for
these works.
A scanner is used like a camera with a very shallow depth of field to take pictures of three-dimensional objects
such as leaves, fungi, and other plant matter. The distortions of the scanner are a part of the image as much as
the later reworking done on the computer. Photographs shot with a macro lens are also used. In works such as
the Wing series, drawing is introduced as a further layering device.

Paper Wasp Extraction
Catching Blanks

Remnant #2

Wing #4
Blowing Smoke

Wing #5

Wing #1
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Yana Alexandrovna Payusova

Worcester, MA		
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yana.payusova@colorado.edu

Holy Trinity (Father) Russian Prison Series Watercolor, acrylic on archival digital print 32”x24” $1,500
Holy Trinity (Son) Russian Prison Series Watercolor, acrylic on archival digital print 26”x23”
$1,300
String Theater Russian Prison Series Watercolor, acrylic on archival digital print 31”x23”
$2,000
Placebo Russian Prison Series Watercolor, acrylic on archival digital print
51”x23”
$3,500

This body of work was inspired by my experience of working with incarcerated  teenage boys, 14-21
years old, in St. Petersburg, Russia—victims of the economic chaos that followed the breakup of the Soviet Union. It is common knowledge that Russia is quite corrupt; the same could be said about its correctional facilities.
The vast majority of people who end up in prisons are the ones who cannot afford to buy their way out. These
kids either grew up on the streets or came from highly dysfunctional families.
I spent a year getting to know these people, their stories, and their personal histories. In retrospect, I
started thinking of how we, as a society, label these kids: criminals, convicts, crooks, felons, villains, sinners.
What we fail to see are the reasons, the motivations for those kids to commit the crimes.
I am exploring eternal concepts of saintliness, sins, holiness, and martyrdom. My visual language combines traditional black and white photographic imagery with iconographic elements of Russian Christian Orthodox culture from the Twelfth to Fifteenth centuries. By merging and mixing these referents, my intention is to
call into question how we define and judge saints and sinners and what factors contribute to the creation of both.
As the project evolved, I began to see the prison community as caricaturing the organization of general
Russian society. Further along, I also began noticing similarities between prison and Church cultures.  Both
are structured by rigid hierarchies and employ secret languages known only to a privileged few.  The Russian
Orthodox Church uses an old form of Slavonic Russian in its services and writings whose roots go back to the
Ninth century, when Christianity spread from the Byzantine Empire to Russia, where it became the official
religion. The prisoners also use a secret language, one developed by the GULAG inmates and passed down verbally. Similar to the American hip-hop vernacular, Russian “blat” language has infiltrated the popular culture; it
is considered “cool” to speak the lingo of the inmates from the “zone.”
Both church and prison cultures also use complex and highly codified visual language.  Orthodox iconography was not originally intended to be obscure or esoteric; rather, it gradually lost its original clarity and
simplicity as the centuries passed. Prisoners invented their own visual language through tattooing the body,
which becomes the pictorial plane.  Depending on where the tattoo is situated, the meaning of the symbol shifts,
sometimes drastically. The tattoo language is very sophisticated. For example, if one prisoner were to look at
another prisoner’s tattooed hands, he would be able to gather the other inmate’s name, reason for conviction,
personal history and political beliefs.
I understand that borrowing the iconic imagery may be offensive to some Orthodox Christians. As
iconoclastic as my works may be perceived, I think of them in terms of challenging the traditional beliefs, customs and values rather than mocking
sacred imagery or disrespecting religious artifacts. To shock or to insult
the viewer is not my intention. I want
them to consider what is more important— an icon or a human life? Could
a fourteen-year-old boy, abused by his
family, scarred by his social environment, be considered a martyr? Visually engaging these notions, I wish to
challenge the branding of a present
day sinner.     (more images —>>>)
Placebo (detail)

Holy Trinity (Son)
Holy Trinity (Father)

String Threater

Placebo
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Jaye R. Phillips			
Celebration of Days
White Exhale 		
Write Floor 		
Shadows 		

Arlington, MA				

Pigment print
Pigment print
Pigment print   
Pigment print   

17x13 (unframed)
12x17 (unframed)
7x18 (unframed)
18x12 (unframed)

$450
$450
$450
$450

jayerp@comcast.net

My Zero at the Bone series of photographs results from my collaboration with painter Antoinette Winters and choreographer Richard Colton, inspired by the poetry of Emily Dickinson.
The performance piece, Zero at the Bone, included dance, music, and visual design and was originally  
presented by the Concord Academy Dance Company in April 2002 at Concord, Massachusetts. My photographs
are combinations of images of the performance and subsequent photography studio sessions with the dancers
amidst veils, lights, and painted words from Dickinson’s poetry.
What initially reached out to me in making these photos was Dickinson’s poetry, in particular the poem
entitled “There’s a certain slant of light
           When it comes, the landscape listens,
                       shadows hold their breath...”
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Rasa Pranckunaite		
Double
Reflection
Untitled

Queens, NY					

C-print of varnished and stained silver gelatin print
C-print of varnished and stained silver gelatin print
C-print of varnished and stained silver gelatin print
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rasapranc@yahoo.com

22”x28”
26”x28”
24”x26”

$975
$1,050
$975

My monochromatic photographs encompass everyday organic objects such as rocks, seeds, and stones.
They are made stange and illusive by their enlargement and removal from their original contexts. Without any
over illustration or symbolism, they evoke a multitude of associations spanning the ancient to the futuristic.
They provoke a sense of the “dual reality” of the world and force us to re-examine and question how we identify with the elements in that world. The fragile ambiguity of time and space created in these photographs is
further complicated by a cracked varnish enhanced by a dark oil stain.
Usually I use a macro lens and  natural daylight, photographing the objects against a neutral background.
The prints  are standard silver gelatin, treated with sepia tone, then I apply an acrylic gel medium, an aging and  
a cracking varnish, and an oil stain. After that, the treated photographs are ready for re-photographing and printing pictures.

Persona, amidst the concrete and the mysterious, as expressed through dancers and planes of light, became the
theme of these photographic images. A spiritual essence is what I believe to be underlying the layers of these
images.
Technically, I scan my negatives into the
computer and combine layers and images in
Photoshop. I subsequently print the images

Write Floor

Celebration of Days

White Exhale

Double

Shadows

Untitled
Reflection
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Douglas Prince				
Claws Over Bodies (2003)
Pears Over Virgin (2003)

Portsmouth, NH			

inkjet on paper          9.6”X 12”        $600
inkjet on paper          9.6”X 12”        $600   

ddp3@comcast.net

These two images are from a body of work, Constructions, produced from 2001 to 2004.  They are made of
picture elements composed digitally.  I’ve had an ongoing interest in assembling photographic images working
with traditions processes in the 1960’s–1980’s: first as multiple-negative prints put together in the darkroom and
than as separate images assembled as layers of film in photo-sculptures.
Digital photography offers expanded freedom as a collage medium.  I can use images from many sources:
digital camera images, scans of film, scans from books, scans of objects on the scanner and images downloaded
from the web. I am also able to archive, view, select and arrange these elements with a great deal of flexibility.
The guiding inspiration of my creative process is the emotional response to the juxtaposition of previously unrelated parts.  This is an intuitive state of mind   When things come together and I experience a sense of discovery
and completeness, I know the image is finished.

Claws Over Bodies

Pears Over Virgin
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Monica Rabinowitz		

Northampton, MA		

rabinowitzmonica@aol.com

Camino Atzinbowir or The Identity Wheel Inkjet print on ‘Sintra’, toilet flange, galvanized & stainless steel
parts
48”x48”                    $5,000
				

As a conceptual artist, my work encompasses interactive installation, digital photography, sound, and sculptural
elements.  I am actively engaged in a personal dialogue with identity; the fragmented, hybrid self, the impact of
culture on identity, and the variety of ways an individual represents oneself through performance. Reconstructing traditional ideas and materials into abstracted, yet familiar structures, I often combine humor with pathos,
using technology to mechanize the static form.
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Lisa Reddig			
Arrow 		

Brooklyn, NY				

Gum Bichromate

12x11”   

$600

lisa@lisareddig.com

Sunlight is one of the subjects flowing through and holding together these interiorscapes. These prints
exhibit an idea, which combines body and architecture, symmetry and light. This is a self-portrait; my head and
eyes, my bedroom and its two windows. The room is anthropomorphized and my skull is architecturalized. Put
another way; three containers, two receiving light, one living and the other inanimate are then mediated by a
third; a container and device to catch light, the pinhole camera.
The images on the prints record the abstract shapes created by sunlight coming in through the windows
of the room. The room is made strange as light and shadow arrange into shapes falling across the floor, wall, and
furniture.  Within these abstractions the contrast of dark shadow and intense light makes for a jagged harshness.  
The gum printing softens and brings a more tangible atmosphere to these images.  The layers of watercolor pigment add depth and dimensionality.  Also, the gum bichromate process, exposing a contact print in the outdoors,
brings me back to the sunlight initially used to expose the negative.
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Michele Robins			
English Peephole
Shana 		

Platinum print
Platinum print

Philadelphia, PA			
21” x 16”
28” x 25”

robinsm@email.chop.edu
$700.00
$1,000

As a psychologist and artist, I am continually fascinated by how our lives may be completely uprooted
or energized by our memories. We are constantly plagued by recalling too little information or too much. I use
the creation of visual imagery as an opportunity to juxtapose past memories and present experience. Such a
merging of past and present can leave us feeling utterly bewildered and confused. The integration of competing
memories is exemplified in the post-911 series “Untitled II” where a shocking event of destruction overshadowed our “flashbulb” memory of a familiar structure with a sudden overlay of overwhelming disbelief and
sadness.
My work in non-silver processes such as palladium, allows a merging of past and present by using an older
printing technique created with a newer digital negative. The soft brush strokes as well as the stacking of negatives is analogous to human thoughts which are often formed by vague and impressionistic visions with layer
after layer of emotional memories.
In the interest of amplifying qualities of light in platinum printing with modern day subject matter, a piece
entitled Shana (aka “Infinite Rays”) forces the sunlight to conform to the human shape. Printing photographs
on translucent papers such as vellum allows light to continuously pass through the paper so the viewer has an
opportunity look at the photograph from any vantage point (including the back of the photo), which allows the

English Peephole

Shana
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John Rudel				

The Space Between the Flowers
Kudzu Berries 			

Norfolk, VA				
Mixed media
Mixed media

26 x 34
26 x 34

johnrudel@hotmail.com
$750
$750

There is a unique sense of satisfaction that occurs with recognizable images. Photographic images have
a direct ability to elicit emotional response from viewers. Often mistakenly regarded as objective records of
time, critical prejudice rarely inhibits an initial response to a photographic image. The dichotomy of the photograph as a completely technologically mediated image with which we readily and directly identify on an emotional level, (especially with the prevalence of image manipulation today), interests me greatly.
My work engages an understanding of how our culture digests images. The ubiquitous nature of digital
technology constantly forces us all to receive an immense amount of visual information. The nature of visual
perception is being altered by the information age. Our ability to withstand and interpret complicated and dense
amounts of visual data is increasing, and my artwork reflects my understanding of this phenomenon.
Through combinations of photographic imagery, polychromatic rendering, and abstract painterly elements I try to create a certain amount of visual competition within each painting. This is a response to what I
experience as an expanding visual appetite. Additionally, aggregations of visual elements within each piece attempt to create a visual vibration that serves as a reverberation of emotional content.
My work could be called a vernacular of visual interrelation.

Pauline Saint-Denis		
Moulin Rouge Holga multiple
Pool Rules
Holga multiple

New York, NY			

C-print (dimensions unavailable)
C-print (dimensions unavailable)

psd@paulinestdenis.com

$350
$350

I believe many photographers use light as an almost sculptural tool. Their pictures have weight and do not deal
with the ethereal quality of light, movement and time, which is in constant flux. Photography to me is a reflective medium and to capture an image it does not have to be weighted to the page. Images can be e presented as
they where created, in the moment. My work deals with moments fleeting emotions and changing visual elements. I prefer not to be limited by a fixed frame.  I prefer to use all manual plastic cameras for this exploration.

Moulin Rouge

Kudzu Berries

Pool Rules

The Space Between the Flowers
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John Sarsgard				
Grand Central

Easton, CT			

Platinum/Palladium print from digital negative  

johnsarsgard@mac.com

16x20   

$500

I am fascinated with the uniqueness of individual human beings, and intrigued by the variety of places
they create and inhabit.  I want to meet and learn about all kinds of people….workers, celebrities, homeless,
young, old, the unusual and those who do not attract much attention.  I want to be in their neighborhoods,
stores, cafes, parks, public buildings, and places to live.  Being in places and meeting the people who are there
interests me more than going to the same place to shop or eat at a famous restaurant.  Discovering a warm little café when I’m walking around the neighborhood and my hands are cold, enjoying a hot coffee and a fudge
brownie, and meeting a person from around the corner at the next table makes me smile.
I visit places that seem unique or have history that interests me.  They must be places I can visit repeatedly, because understanding takes time, and I do not want to be a tourist.  I walk around, look, smell, try to
pick up the vibrations, the ebb and flow.  I meet people, and try to learn who they are, and why they are there.  
Deciding to photograph comes a little later, or sometimes not at all.  Learning a little of the place’s history and
meeting some of its people comes first.  If photographing feels like it would be exciting, I start looking for
scenes and people to meet.  I may see a photograph, with people, in a place, or they might get my attention
separately.  Sometimes the pictures are more about the place and sometimes more about people.  Some of the
people might be from another time, so I must imagine their presence.  
Photographs can only suggest a relationship between people and place, but they can trigger thoughts,
questions, and emotion.  I hope that mine serve as symbols that suggest, and that the viewer will imagine a little about who this person is, or what it is like to be in this place.  They are not intended to be documentary, but
rather suggest what it feels like to be in this place with these people.
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Amanda Sauer 			
Magic/Freak Show

Tintypes

North Arlington, VA		
20” x 18”    

Amanda Sauer is a photographer living and working in
Washington DC. Her vision is a world overflowing with
signs and symbols, rich in hidden landscapes and
secret meanings. She uses alternative processes and
primitive cameras to promote accidental miracles and
other revelations of chance.

$1,200

amanda_sauer@yahoo.com
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Julia Schlosser			
doghair, ribbon (C. J.)
e-collar (Lucky) 		

Van Nuys, CA			

schlosserja@earthlink.net

Cyanotype photogram on watercolor paper 15 5/8x15 5/8  nfs
Cyanotype photogram on watercolor paper 18 1/4 x 18 1/4  nfs

With great respect for the spirit of photographer Anna Atkins and her pioneering cyanotype photogram work
cataloging British ferns and plant life during the 1840s, I too have tried to give visual form to a subject matter
that cries out for articulation.  In western cultures, the only significant relationship most urban dwellers have
with animals is with their pets. Yet, the image of the pet continues to be demeaned in the intellectual and fine
art discourse. In numbers unheard of in history (60% of American households), homes are filled with much beloved and cared for companion animals that, for some, replace traditional families. Because of the private nature
of our relationships with our pets, its non-verbal basis and deep connection with the home, images of pets are
often reduced to one-note sentimentalized or cliched tropes.
My series Pet Culture, consisting of cyanotype photograms, spatially represents objects from “pet
culture”—articles affiliated with domesticated animals. For the series I asked my friends and neighbors to lend
me different items they associate with their pets. Some gave toys, brushes, leashes and collars. Most of these
objects are purchased but some are handmade. Some are in pristine condition and some are much used, manytimes repaired or virtually ready for the trash can. Many of these items have been preserved, stored away and
kept with the same care that parents give their children’s grade school art projects. These carefully tended objects reflect the significant depths to which feelings for their pets have infiltrated these pet owner’s lives.
Other friends requested that I document special items that they associate with animals who have passed
away: lockets of dog fur, hospital tags or medical accessories. To a great extent, concern for our own mortality
is intertwined with the concern we have for our pet’s health, as evidenced by the burgeoning veterinary industry
in the United States. The cherished lockets of dog fur become reminiscent of the Victorian memento mori custom of keeping locks of hair from dead loved ones. Still other photograms in the
series depict consumable products—dog and cat food, treats or cat litter—categorized by brand. The booming
consumer industry that has sprung up trading in a wild variety of goods to entertain, bathe, feed, brush, exercise
and tend pets reflects our obsession with and concern for our animals. Looked at as a group, these photograms
help to elucidate the complicated and multilayered relationships that can be formed between people and their
pets.
doghair ribbon
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Charles Schreiner		
Clarissa & Friend
Damosel in Distress
Olivia Waiting		

Saugatuck, MI		

Daguerreotype
     8x10      
Daguerreotype    
     8x10     
Daguerreotype                 8x10

I started making daguerreotypes in 1992.  The daguerreotype, the first viable photographic process, flourished
from about 1845-1855.  After that time, tintypes, ambrotypes, and the glass negative (all easier and much cheaper) caused the eventual demise of the daguerreotype.  Since then, however, it is believed that some one, some
where, has continued working with the process and most of these people in the 1900s have been documented.  
Currently there are only a half a dozen people world wide making them on a regular basis.
The daguerreotype is made on a layer of pure silver polished to a mirror surface.  The metal plate is made light
sensitive with iodine and bromine and after the picture is taken the image is developed over hot mercury vapors.  
A part of the lure of the daguerreotype is the great difficulty in making them and the challenge of handling and
managing toxic chemicals.  The other is, because the image forms on a surface of pure silver, there is no “grain”
and the action of photons of light takes place at the molecular level resulting in a photograph of depth and detail
unsurpassed by any modern materials.  Other than using modern cameras, the process is exactly the same as it
was in the 1800s.
The process does dictate the resulting photograph.  The relative speed of the daguerreotype is some 10,000 time
slower than modern film which becomes problematic, particularly with animate objects.  The nudes presented in
this exhibition were exposures of one to two minutes or more.
The artistic challenge is to provide a pose a model can hold for several minutes without borrowing from the
classic nude poses.  A technique I use is to introduce an object that is out of context of a vintage image.  In the
case of “Clarissa and Friend,”  it is the 3rd hand.  With “Damosel in Distress,”  including the modern daguerreotype plate with the additional twist of the model’s hand print on the plate achieves the contemporary aspect I
strive for.

Clarissa & Friend

Damosel in Distress

Olivia Waiting
e-collar

charlie@www.charlieschreiner.com

NFS
$4,000.00
$4,000.00
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Lis J. Schwitters			

A Pledge of Alliance			
Intercourse of Conviction		
Looking Beyond the Lips of Desire
Lured by Sanctuary			

Sun Pictures to Mega-Pixels Catalogue

Moorpark, CA				

photobylis@yahoo.com

20” x 20” framed
32” x 32” framed (hung diamond shape 46” x 46”)
32” x 32” framed
20” x 20” framed

A Pledge of Alliance
Looking Beyond the Lips of Desire

Intercourse of Conviction
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Sean Scullion			

San Francisco, CA				

Conditions Quick-Time Movie, included

95

sean@scullion.net

Although immersed in a culture of consumption that rushes to acquire the newest toy, I tend to scan the gutters
and curbside for cast-offs. The pictures that make up the series Conditions began as garbage on my street, junk
from the basement, and detritus from in-between. This material was used to create photograms that were later
collaged. As things disintegrate, their structures become more apparent, sometimes revealing beauty previously
unseen. Photograms capture the shadows left by these objects. The collages highlight and make use of these. Together they reflect the conditioned quality of everyday life: raw experience that is quickly processed and fixed,
but which later dissolves; the cycle of new-to-used-to-broken and discarded.

Lured by Sanctuary
excerpts from Conditions
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France Scully Osterman		
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Rochester, NY			

sculloster@gmail.com

Claire, Morning Light (8x10) salt print from collodion negative  Framed:16” x 20’  $1200
Kairu
(8x10) salt print from collodion negative  Framed:16” x 20’  $1200
The Embrace
(8x10) salt print from collodion negative  Framed:16” x 20’  $1200

Sleep
For this series, I photographed friends, acquaintances, loved ones, sleeping in my studio. I invited them to come
first thing in the morning (“no coffee!”)—some arrived in their pajamas.  I helped them get settled into a daybed
in the studio; put on some “sleep” music… They go to sleep, and I go to work.
I’m careful when working not to stare too much (so I don’t wake them) and try to compose  only through the
camera’s focusing glass.  I’m making everything from scratch; the plate is prepared just before it is exposed in
the camera, then immediately developed.  Exposure time was  from a few minutes to as long as 45 minutes; if
they turned over in the middle of an exposure, I had to start again. I kept making negatives as long as they slept.
It’s unusual to see sleeping adults. My subjects are often surprised at how they look.  The Sleep images are
intimate and unpretentious portraits captured when the subjects are most vulnerable, and they embody several
contradictions: a sense of voyeurism juxtaposed with a moment of innocence; for some, a foreshadowing of
death (post-mortems), yet full of movement and energy.
Process
Collodion is to photography what watercolor is to painting, fast yet requiring extreme dexterity and completely
sensual.  The artistic gestures required in making the negatives leave a subtle personal signature.
Hand-coated salt
prints seemed the
right choice for the
final image because
they have a beautiful, tactile quality.
They are unpressed
and remain lightly
rumpled, like bed
linens.

Vincent Serbin		

Kairu

The Embrace

Woodstock, NY				

mindvincent@yahoo.com

The Fear of Infinity 		
Silver gelatin print of negative collage  11x14 (unframed) $500/$600 framed
The Message of Narcissism Silver gelatin print of negative collage  11x14 (unframed) $500/$600 framed
A New World 			
Silver gelatin print of negative collage  11x14 (unframed) $500/$600 framed
Mythology, Motherhood and Time Silver gelatin print/negative collage  11x14 (unframed) $500/$600 framed
Our knowledge of the present moment is based on the coincidence of an event in the near past and one
in the near future. Likewise, our minds function by accessing our memories to make decisions about the future.
To express this idea I devised a diptych-like form which juxtaposes two closely related negatives
(records of events) in a single image; one frame is labeled “event A,” which refers to a moment in the near past,
and the other is labeled “event B,” which refers to a moment in the near future.
As is suggested by Post-Modernist theory, every event is a hybrid of the previous one and posseses unpredictable mutations, vague boundaries and complex overlapping elements of a cut-and-paste nature. To give
visual shape to the Post-Modernist condition, I developed a collage-like style of constructing images which I
call the “negative collage.”
PROCESS: I photograph my subjects with a 4x5 camera and shoot traditional black and white film. I
cut and tear my negatives then fasten the pices together with cellophane tape. I also distress the negatives in
various ways by scratching, sanding, writing upon, and poking holes through the construction. The finished
“negative collage” is then taped down to a sheet of 8x10 film. Then I make gelatin silver prints directly from
the original construction and tone the final print in a unique manner.

The
Fear
of
Infinity

A New World
Claire, Morning Light
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The Message of Narcissism
Mythology, Motherhood and Time
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Rhona Shand			
Bad Girl 		
Pretty as a Picture
Little Black Dress

Pittsburg, KS			

Digital/ Mixed Media
Digital/ Mixed Media
Digital/ Mixed Media

  23x29
  23x29
  23x29

creativehub@sbcglobal.net650.00
650.00
650.00

The resources and knowledge I call upon to make my photographs comes primarily from my illustration
and fine art background. By using the digital medium, I am able to combine illustration with my love of photography. Finished pieces can consist of up to ten different original photographs and drawings. This process frees
me to express my ideas using a hybrid of impressionistic textures and photographic reality.
How we view ourselves is often defined by the standards set by our family and friends and by our environment. The loss or alteration of any of these things often forces a change in the status or position from where
one gains one’s identity. The basic purpose of this work is to understand the fragility of human identity and the
nature of “being.”
Through the physical making of the work, I explore of the visualization of the liminal states that everyone goes through as they find, lose, and continually rebuild their ideas of self. The work investigates the awkwardness of adolescence: growth from child to adult, loss of the kindred structures such as a home or loved one,
and the conflict resulting when we undergo a transition between opposites such as beauty and horror, time and
space, spirituality and physicality. The images visually show the marked change of the bodily form and, housed
within multiple layers and textures, our strengths, successes, failures and weakness.

Bad Girl

Little Black Dress

Pretty as a Picture
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Stephen H. Silberg		

Catonsville, MD				

artist@shsarts.com
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96, 33-95 30 Noritsu Machine Prints (Chromogenic Development Print) prints in a grid 6x8 feet $3700
        Individual prints may be ordered from the artist.

We live in a technocentric society. Willingly we trade away stability, permanence, and the desire to investigate in favor of increased speed, miniaturization, and the easy, instant access to information. The transient
nature of information has been mapped upon the tangible aspects of our lives.
At what point did the world decide that impermanence was better than permanence, that the degradation of our products, disintegration of our literature, dissipation of our history, or the deciduous nature of our art
would become desirable, acceptable, reasonable?
Unacceptable!
As things begin to decay, they may create a visual appeal and a scientific interest; but the beauty of natural decay is organic. Its degradation is a creative process developing a new form while retaining aspects of its
prior self. Digital decay is destructive. Data is lost, yet its loss is accepted. Should it be abhorred? Should it be
tolerated? Is there a place where it should be desired?
Scope of the Project
What is the difference between signal and noise? What is the difference between data and error? What is
image? What is artifact? Which is more valid?
In hindsight, “96, 33-95” attempts to answer these question by presenting forced digital errors as artwork.
Those, however, are new questions that arose from original concerns that developed this project.
The media upon which our information is stored have inherent qualities that may cause themselves to
degrade, some more quickly than others. The same forces (light, heat, and magnetism) used to place data upon
media, be it Zip disk or CD-R, can lead to their destruction.
As software has developed, schemes for translating data that we, as humans, understand into languages
that the machine understands have been lost or forgotten. Reverse compatibility of file formats is not always
available, but when it is, it can often lead to formatting and display problems.
The library, preservation, and archives communities have begun to wrestle with the issue of digital longevity, as they pit the preservation of materials and information against the increased access that the digital age
provides. Research produced for those communities have helped to inform this project.
In attempting to visualize these issues, it was necessary to consider preservation and decay/degradation
as terms outside of the realm of digital longevity. Ice was chosen because of its generalized relationship with
many forms of preservation, including, but not limited to, food preservation. Melting became the apparent metaphor for degradation and loss of data.
In its final design, this project sought to bring together the abstract interpretations of the issues surrounding digital longevity, an examination of the damage that can be inflicted upon our stored data, and investigate
the aesthetics of decay in the digital realm.
Creation of the Work
In order to examine the physical breakdown of data, the damaging or removal of information from a file
was necessary. This was accomplished by altering a UUencoded version of an image file and decoding that file
back to a JPEG.
UUencoding is the process of translating binary data into ASCII characters for transmission over the internet. Using a small, widely accepted character set (ASCII characters with values 33-96), strings of ASCII text
could be posted in newsgroup messages or e-mailed enabling files to be transferred to other computers. In many
cases, UUencoding has been superceded by MIME and Base64 encoding.
UUencoding works as follows: three eight-bit strings are translated into four six-bit strings. These six bit
strings’ values are increased by 32 so that they become part of the printable range of ASCII characters. These
printable characters are then generally placed in lines of 61 characters, the first character indicating line length.
When received and processed through a decoding program, the characters are translated back into binary, recreating the original file.
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By changing the characters in the UUencoding, I have essentially damaged or disrupted the file. Specifically
for this project, I have disrupted a portion of the JPEG images that controls the organization of the image data
provided late in the file.
Presentation of the Work
A grid of 30 images representative of the 1,536 images created throughout the process exhibits various
levels of image disruption and data breakdown along the vertical plane and the passage of time across the horizontal plane.
Each successive row follows the same passage of time as the top row – represented by the images (video
stills) of ice melting. Mirroring the passage of time and melting of the ice, each row exhibits increased degradation of the image within the same level of image disruption beginning on the left with the least disruption
moving to the right with the most. Each successive row demonstrates increased disruption in the display of the
image data.
By presenting the disruptions as images in a gallery setting, I allow the viewer to create relationships
between the images and the levels of disruption inherent to the process. In addition, I ask the audience to accept
these images as any other fine art and to appreciate the aesthetic of digital decay.
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Joel Simpson			
Striated Embrace
Bronze
Feet
Stone Chest
Crevassed Caress

Union, NJ					

Archival ink jet print
Archival ink jet print   
Archival ink jet print   
Archival ink jet print   
Archival ink jet print   

18x24
18x24
18x24
18x24
18x24

(framed)
(framed)
(framed)
(framed)
(framed)

jssphoto@verizon.net

$750
$750
$750
$750
$750

Virtual Sculptures (Body Projections)
These images come out of a fascination with rock surfaces , prehistoric sculptures of the human body
and erotic sculpture, such as that found at the 12th Century Indian Temple at Khajuraho and those by Rodin. By
projecting rock and wood surfaces on models, I create images of virtual sculptures that reference these sources,
but which would not have been created in these contexts: either because the surface is too rough, too coarsely
textured or jagged; or because the pose was not part of the original repertoire. This takes the images into the
realm of the plausible impossible, a domain of altered reality particularly favored by digital process photography.
The images with black or neutral backgrounds are straight single exposures taken of the model by the
light of the projected image. These correspond to free-standing sculptures (mobile art, in prehistorical parlance).
Those with rock backgrounds have been digitally re-embedded into a scan of the projected slide, and these correspond with parietal or wall art. In some cases I’ve added a supplemental external light, which re-transforms
a part of the
body back into
flesh, creating
an impossible
metamorphosis.

Striated Embrace

Bronze
Stone
Chest
Crevassed
Caress

Feet
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Harvey Stein				
Michael 		
Wrapped Man  

New York, NY			

Silver gelatin print, unframed
Silver gelatin print, unframed

60x48
60x48

$2200
$2200

hsteinfoto@aol.com

PROJECTED MEMORIES
I want to distort the thing far beyond the appearance, but in the distortion to bring it back to a recording of the
appearance.—Francis Bacon
These portraits are meant to be somewhere between abstraction and representation; between the commonplace and the extraordinary, between reality and dream; between the condition of entrapment and the possibility of release.  The combining of face and projection expresses the merging of present and past, collaged to
reflect the complexity of memory overlapping fantasy, the confusion of identity, the mutability of the flesh and
ultimate death.  The work is a layering of myth and reality, the actual and the imagined, the universal and the
personal.

Michael

Wrapped Man
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Marilyn Stern			
Connie Rowing 		

New York, NY				

Photocollage of C-prints

20x24

$1200

sternphoto@erols.com

For two decades, I pursued the so-called “decisive moment.” But making the single perfect image began to feel
stifling, even dishonest. Why should one moment be taken as the truth?  I began assembling multiple views,
devoting my photography to the “indecisive moment,” where the final image is both captured and constructed.
What began as playful diversion became a way of seeing, expanded in space and time.  Photo-collage lets me
explore the fragmented nature of human vision and understanding; how we constantly, though unawares, stitch
together disparate perceptions into an acceptably unified whole. Each photo-assemblage is a narrative, be it a
portrait, architecture, social documentary, streetscape or landscape. Each narrative implies that there’s more than
one way to tell the story.
Connie Rowing
This photocollage is a portrait of a dear friend. It deals with the passage of time in several ways: the most obvious is the apparent movement of the subject as she rows. Less obvious is the fact that the scene covers the span
of just over a year, from summer 2002 to early autumn 2003. In the first pictures, I unwittingly left out her upper torso, perhaps not wanting to face a recent illness affecting this area. The next year I rephotographed her to
complete the portrait. The collage combines images from both year—the change of seasons visible in slightly
different hues in the foliage; Connie’s recovery conveyed in the hues of her skin. Her grandson also reflects the
flow of time, the passage of experience to a new generation… Connie Rowing is part of a series of composite
portraits of friends and family.
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Joni Sternbach
Brooklyn, NY
jsternbach@mac.com

04.05.11 #2 (Prince’s Harbor) Unique Ambrotype
4x5 unframed, 8x5x9.5 framed,		
$950
05.10.07 #1A (Deer Isle) Unique Ambrotype
6.5x8.5 unframed, 11x13 framed		
$2000
05.10.30 #5A (Broken Home, Napeague) Unique
Ambrotype 6.5x8.5 unframed, 11x13 framed $2000
Abandoned
Landscapes that seem out of time and place are my
subject matter for this intense and physical 19th
century process. Like a scene from a dream, these
images are obscure yet familiar. They don’t attempt
to tell you where you are or what exactly you are
looking at. Pursuing land and sea, I seek out surroundings that are abandoned, condemned, or just
untouched over time . Places that appear as the lost
remains of a time gone by, offering a glimpse into a
world that has decayed.
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Rebecca Swanson				

Riverdale, NY			

rebecca@digsoc.com

Self Gardening Archival Pigment Print, image size: 18.5 x 13” framed size:  24 x 18.5”    $950
								

Painting brings back fond memories of sultry summer days in Ohio when my grandmother would try to
teach a ten-year-old the fine art of china painting. We would sit for hours painting roses on mugs or pansies on
plates. She showed me how to mix colors and paint impressionistically, from the heart.
Now, I paint with my camera. The flowers I “paint” are full of humanity, each with their own story—
their own style and personality. Some flowers are bold, some shy, some grand, on the verge of royalty. I see
myself in each of the flowers; my tutu giving a soft twirl in ballet or standing tall in the midst of adversity.
In a subtle way, my flowers are my self-portrait. Flowers allow me to look at myself and the world in
which I live, find a place of peace, and see the universal beauty and fragility we all share.  
Process Statement
My photography is completely digital, from start to finish.  I capture floral images either in my studio
or on location in gardens throughout the country.  With just enough digital manipulation, I merge the boundary
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Juliana Swatko			
Pueblo

West Sydney, Australia			

Digital print on Canvas

28”x40”  

$1200

j.swatko@uws.edu.au

The image Pueblo is one selected from my ongoing experimentation into the hybrid possibilities of the
photographic process and ways of extending the photographic image into new territory through the use of both
old and new technologies in combination.
Given that the photographic process has had over 50 major technological transformations since it’s invention, it provides rich opportunities to take the process in a multitude of directions.
I started using this methodology in the early 1980’s when I used thermal imaging to produce one off
images of plants that had the appearance of fossils, which lead me to the notion that images might be generated
through processes and procedures, starting with almost nothing.
It has been an ongoing process of experimentation that has resulted in some very unexpected visual
results and has ultimately become self-perpetuating.
This working method is closest to pure scientific experimentation, in that the answers are speculative
and unpredictable but once the parameters are defined, they are repeatable with the potential for various outcomes.
There is a visual logic to the continuing changes that occur using this methodology, providing an overall
continuity within my long term body of work.
The subject matter of my work concerns nature and environment. In particular, plant and bird life,
merged within the photographic process to create illusions of landscapes created out of fragments of natural
material.
In this sense they are images far removed from the notion of the “photographic document”. They suggest
representation but are actually created more from the intangible aspects of the Photographic medium itself.
I use the digital as a retouching and printing process but as Photoshop does not produce the effect of in
camera multiple exposure, I use the camera and 35mm film to do that.
This image was the result of an in camera multiple exposure of various black and white imagery, combined with colour imagery on colour negative film and then printed on Type C paper.
The work was printed through Photoshop onto archival canvas.
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Eric Taubman			

Amanda
Afua #8

New York, NY					

Ambrotype 3.25” x 4.25”  framed 11x14
Ambrotype 5x5”
       framed 11x14

Not for sale
Not for sale

ebtlti@aol.com

There is a question as to whether portraits can reveal something of a soul. Some say they are a portrait
and no more.  I believe that reflected light is one vehicle for sensing the soul.  The ambrotype portrait is present
with the subject at the time of exposure.  You are seeing the effect of the actual light on a soul.

Amanda

Afua #8
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Maggie Taylor		

Birthday Girl			
Philosopher’s Daughter
Turning 			
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Tallahassee, FL			

Archival ink jet print 22x 22  
Archival ink jet print 22x 22  
Archival ink jet print 22x 22  

info@laurencemillergallery.com
$3200
$3200
$3200
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Amanada K. Tinker 		

Philadelphia, PA			

Lost/Saved: Jersey Shore Narratives
Sailing Ship
Silver Gelatin Print   8x8 (unframed)  
Casino at Asbury Park
Silver Gelatin Print 8x8 (unframed)
Statue (Stephen Crane?)
Silver Gelatin Print 8x8 (unframed)

amanda.k.tinker@drexel.edu
$350
$350
$350

from Maggie Taylor: Landscape of Dreams (Adobe Press, 2005)
I have gone through phases of seeking and responding to different things in these nineteenth century images....
The condition of the tintypes is not that important to me. Not only is it relatively easy to correct in Photoshop,
but in fact, cracks and fading can be visually interesting....
Nowadays, photographs seem so unimportant and disposable. We take so  many—especially with digital
cameras—and only print a small percentage of them. In the nineteenth century it was very much the opposite.
People may have been photographed only once or twice in their lifetimes,
and it was a very special occasion, perhaps a wedding or engagement.
It was also a pretty uncomfortable procedure. Exposures were usually
long, so people could not have very fleeting expressions like smiles.
They would have to keep their eyes open as much as possible and hold
still....(pp. 143-145)
When I try to force myself to stick to the initial idea, the image can
start to seem very forced and much less interesting to work on. One example is Rabbit test, which started out with a person in the middle of the
image, and the rabbit as just a small element. While making adjustments
and reworking it and becoming increasngly disillusioned with the way
the person looked, I started reconsidering the rabbit as the main subject....
Sometimes I rummage through all the drawers in my study and see what I
can find that might work in a particular circumstance...
I don’t think [my process] is random. It could be an echo of
something I’ve recently read, or seen in a  film. those things have a way
of percolating through to the images, though not necessarily at a conscious level. The images have to make some sense to me not only visually, but literally, for me to be happy with them. There has to be some story
in my mind about why the rabbit is wearing the blindfold...there has to
be a strange kind of logic to it. (p. 140)
		

Birthday Girl (above)
Turning (below)

Philosopher’s Daughter (right)

Inspired by 19th Century stories of disaster and survival at sea, as well as the contemporary view that
our understanding of the deep sea is still rudimentary at best, this new body of work focuses on the fragile
relationship between humans and the sea. I begin this body of work in Asbury Park, NJ, as it was once home
to author Stephen Crane who depicted the horrors at sea in journalistic reporting and short stories. The strong
religious metaphors drawn by Crane in his portrayals of shipwrecks along the Jersey coast were consistent with
an attitude towards nature that was one of awe tinged with terror. It may well be said today that the ocean is the
last frontier—at last a vast wilderness unable to be tamed by modern human technologies.

Sailing Ship

Casino at Asbury Park

Statue (Stephen Crane?)
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Jerry Uelsmann			
Untitled

Tallahassee, FL		

Silver gelatin print

info@laurencemillergallery.com		

11x14 unframed

$2000

When I initially began manipulating images, I found there was great sympathy among my faculty members here
at the University of Florida. I was the only photographer. the printmakers,and painters, when they looked at [my
photographs] just addressed them as images. They thought they were interesting and were supportive. The comment I often got when i went to New York was: “These are interesting, but they’re not photography.” The irony
for me was I buy everything I use at the camera store; I spend all this time in the darkroom—what do you want
to call it? They had a prescribed notion of what photographs were suposed to look like and mine didn’t fit into
that.
I’m constantly inspired by things I see happening in other disciplines. That’s probably the key to all of
what has happend. All I had done was take a way of working that is common to people in other art disciplines:
[the ideal] that there is a dialogue with materials—that the creation of an image occurs over a period of time.
Postvisulaization parodies that other phrase previsualization. I think thirty years ago...there was a sense that
every medium had a particular look. The photograph was conceived as [having] the full tonal range...[the]
Edward Weston, Ansel Adams kind of print...a very, very purist approach. The establishment wanted to have a
clear guideline: This was the way a photograph looked. In the last thirty years, and particularly in the last fifteen
yerars, there’s been a total reinvestigation of materials. As photography became more and more a part of total
art programs...a lot of cross-fertilization occurred. People who came from a photographic base began to have
more and more dialogue with people from other disciplines. That’s when the wonderful expansion [in photography] began to occur.
—from an interview with Paul Karabinis in
1997 ©Paul Karabinis 2000 on www.uelsmann.net
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Bryce Vinokurov				
Pause (installation) 16 feet long

Somerville, MA			

bvinokurov@gmail.com

My current digital work addresses issues of the artistic process.  This piece titled Pause, consists of three
distinct areas.  The bottom panel embodies the fertile ground of ideas in the use of dense organic matter.  The
top panel tries to emulate the loneliness of the artistic process by using images of a barren landscape.  The middle cloud images reflect the fleeting moment of cognition between the fertile ground of ideas and the actual act
of art making.  

Clouds
Details

Space (organic detail)

Dunes
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Marydorsey Wanless		
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Topeka, KS		

marydorsey.wanless@washburn.edu

Neptune’s Treasure Gum Dichromate (other information unavailable at press time)

I have been traveling to Caribbean beach towns and resorts for over 25 years, and have sadly watched them
change from small intimate fishing villages to mega tourist destinations.  It is very difficult now to find untouched beaches and tiny hotels where the locals still spend their holiday time.  This image is from a series
of works relating to my memories of those places, laid back, quiet, relaxing, sun, sand, cold beer, long walks.  
Gum Bichromate gives these images the nostalgic feeling of an old National Geographic magazine.   This process allows me to romanticize these places, creating a nostalgic longing for the past.
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Rosemary Warner			

Brooklyn, NY			

Fan Unique hand-colored silver print montage

38.5x55

$6000

info@foxrarebooks.com

I’m fascinated with the Japanese sense of design, pattern and color. Having worked in the media of collage and
montage for many years, I found the kimono to be a kind of collage in its native form. The interaction between
pattern, shape and fabric folds is fascinating to me as a photographer as well. In this work I created an imaginary kimono by combining black and white photographs of different fabrics I’ve collected, including a fragment
from an actual kimono. It is my own hand that holds the fan (and a friend’s face)—a real fan that was a gift
from my (Japanese) mother-in-law. After the montage was created and printed, I colored it with photo toner applied with sponges and cotton balls to achieve a more painterly surface.
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Benjamin Watkins
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Brooklyn, NY

Canal St. & Mercer St. 10:43 AM, 11/6/03 Collage and Phototransfer

bwd@benjaminwatkins.com
26x20  

$700

My work involves taking photographs on the street, editing them on the computer,  printing them, then
transferring the ink from the print onto a piece of rag-board.  These photo-transfers have a unique surface
texture, alternately smooth and gnarled, with a sense of layered imperfection, reflecting the dense setting of the
city.
The people in the photographs are caught at the moment of transition from viewer to viewed, the moment they become aware of their involvement in the picture.  The transfer process becomes a re-imagining of
that split-second,  and as the ink comes loose from the original print, it is transformed by the fluid nature of the
acrylic medium that accepts it.  Gaps appear, and representations skew and blur. The digital process is essential
to the work, but that imperfect quality is what collapses the piece back through the computer and the camera,
back to the person depicted, unable to pose or tidy up.
The framing of the pieces provide the context for the pictures, as well as taking responsibility for them
as objects.  The hand-made quality of the work is emphasized, as each frame is designed and created in concert
with the piece it will house. A slower sense of time is introduced in the patinating and distressing of the frames,
setting up a feeling of time and transformation in the metals and chemicals that affect them.
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Bill Westheimer 			
Rose Cane 7 		
Clematis 7 		
Fern-fern-2 		

New York, NY					

Archival inkjet print
Archival inkjet print
Archival inkjet print

44”x58”
44”x58”
58”x44”

$1300
$1300
$1300

bill@billwest.com

I recycle rejected, unwanted objects into pictures that are vibrant, lyrical and mysterious.   Broken glass
becomes jewels, weeds become dancers—the familiar becomes unfamiliar and the viewer must look, and then
look again.  
I make one-of-a-kind photograms to capture the shapes and shadows of the object without the interference of film or lens to reveal its fundamental nature. I make the photograms on conventional photographic paper
or old-fashioned glass plate negatives. From the original one-of-a-kind print I use digital technology to scan and
enlarge and print the image in monumental sizes.
The photogram technique was made famous by Man Ray, Laslo Moholy-Nagy, Christian Schad and others, but the very first photographs actually were photograms.  In the 1830s Fox Talbot placed plants on sensitized paper to record their shapes.  
Just like 19th century photographers, I use the collodion glass plate negatives which I cut, and polish,
then coat with a light sensitive collodion and develop in the darkroom before the coating can dry. Then as a 21st
century photographer I scan the glass plates and make large format pigment inkjet prints of the photograms.
http://www.billwest.com/

Rose
Cane 7

Fern-Fern 2
Clematis 7
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Heather F. Wetzel			
Cover Your Head 		
Untitled Triptych 		

Edinboro, PA				

hfwetzel@gmail.com

Wet-plate collodion, copper, wax, illuminated  
4x5”   
Wet-plate collodion, copper, wax, illuminate each 6x6” 18” wide total

$250
$675

Summers and holidays were spent at my grandparents’ house. My granny used to have an elephant collection,
an assorted menagerie of ceramic, glass and stone elephant likenesses ranging in size.  I remember looking at
the miniature herd that sat on top of the TV downstairs.  Later, an abbreviated version migrated upstairs to the
glass shelves above the kitchen sink.  Here, I would inspect them from all perspectives while washing dishes.
Several years ago, as my sister and I were helping our mom clean out our grandparents’ house, I found the
elephant collection all neatly packed away.  I took it home for my friend, who was beginning a collection of her
own.  When we carefully unpacked the elephants, we discovered one single molded plastic doll with a red dress,
auburn hair and blue blinking eyes.  I kept the doll.  It was the first time in years this little three-inch figure had
been without the company of the elephants. It was also the first time I was really and truly without my grandparents.
The work included in this exhibition is culled from a larger body of work entitled without the elephants.  While
it contains no images of elephants, or of the doll that once shared so many years in close quarters with them, it
arises from the thoughts, emotions and inquiries triggered by the loss of my grandparents.  These pieces reference the layering of thoughts, the snippets of memories and half-remembered dreams.  They are about the concept of memory formation and recall, dreams, the unconscious/subconscious mind and the connection between
them.
The materials I use, metal, wax, and glass, are all used to illustrate characteristics of the psyche. It is my visual
interpretation of the mind’s processes.
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Jennifer Williams			
Aphrodite’s Room
Emma H’s 			

New York, NY			

C-prints, paint
C-prints

47” x 47”
24” x 33”

$500
$300

jen@radonprojects.org

I primarily use photography in the creation of my work.  By exposing commonalities between my intimate
relationships to space and place, and the experience of others within the same circumstances, I document conditions of familiarity and transience. I have always worked in one way or another with multiple images to “build”
spaces, offering cultural geography of sorts. Much of my work addresses the mobility inherent in urban life,  
focusing on the objects people choose to keep with and around themselves: the choices that lend cognizance to
modern living.
My use of photography stems from a desire to be able to show everything in a space: every object, every
wall, every idiosyncracy. However, the rectilinear shape that is the traditional photograph seemed to force an
artificial boundary onto the subject, never allowing for a full representation.  Instead, I let the space dictate the
size and shape of its representation resulting in a more organic feeling form.
The tiled format forces a filmic trail which the viewer can follow, tracking the camera’s inspection of the
space as it was documented.  The viewer is compelled to experience the space in a certain way, but has the freedom to travel in and out of each path at their own pace, their own leisure.  The work brings normally intimate
spaces into the public view.
My current work has takes the form of web-based projects.   By using the web as a way of collecting and
building spaces, there is an added interactivity which is not possible in other media.   Several of these ongoing
projects revolve around documenting the Lower East Side of Manhattan, past and present.  I am also one-half of
a collaborative multimedia project with artist Betsy Heistand called Radon Projects, which invites other artists
to participate with them in art, music, and video ventures.   

Untitled Triptych

Cover Your Head
Aphrodite’s Room

Emma H’s
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Pascal Yelle
pj0205
pj04013
pj9801

Montréal, Québec, Canada
Digital process
23x27.5 “
Archival ink jet
23x27.5 “
Archival ink jet
23x27.5 “

pyelle@hotmail.com
$1200
$1200
$1200

My digital paintings are created from sketchs. I work 6 to 7 days a week, 10 to 12 hours a day, and each
digital painting takes me an average of a month to execute. I create them in the same philosophic way that oil
painting is done. I always start with sketches and build toward the final result.
Next, I need to create my own palette of colors, extracting them from published advertisements. I sift
through hundreds of periodicals and separate all the pages by color. If I need a blue for an image, I will scan
hundreds of blue pages on my computer and create a blue palette file that I will use for different paintings. Do I
need, for example, a contrasty blue or a soft blue? Am I trying to represent an old wooden floor or a wool rug?
From there, I will digitally adjust my blue or brown pages to create the color I need, as an oil painter mixes his
color tubes on his tray. The difference for me is that I cannot go to an art supply store and buy a tube of blue
advertisements that I later load into my computer. I create my own.

pj0205
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Connie Zack			
Sunrise 1 		
Sunrise 2		

Photo Collage
Photo Collage

New York, NY				
30” x 40”
30” x 30”

$1100
$900

czack@nyc.rr.com

I have always had an undercurrent of interest in fabrics, texture and the richness of color.  I’ve traveled in
pursuit of this interest  to India (one month textile tour), Japan, China, France, Italy, Sweden, Norway, Finland,
Mexico and Russia.  The concept of texture and color together have also led me into the garden with camera and
the growing of flowers.
I have studied Collage and Assemblage at the Art Student’s League with Bruce Dorfman for the past 8 years.  
My work has centered on using my own photographs in collage.  This work has developed into three-dimensional collages.  The work has become more tactile, with more colors and textures and at the same time contemplative and surreal.

pj04013

Sunrise 1

Sunrise 2
pj9801
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Zelda Zinn				
Wallflower

Santa Monica, CA			

Digital Collage  

20 x 16”

artgal00@hotmail.com

$450

   Early in my formation as an artist, I was introduced to non-traditional or alternative methods of creating a photographic image.  These variant techniques appealed to me because they allowed for more expressive
options than the “straight” (undoctored) print. I came to see that the number of solutions to a single visual question were, essentially, infinite.  Later, my exploration of process and materials took me rather far afield. Some of
the materials/techniques I employed included photographic emulsion applied onto a variety of materials, creating cameraless negatives, sewing on images, making sculpture from fabric, burnt matchsticks, plaster casting,
and more.  But photography was always the home base from which I strayed and to which I inevitably returned.
The current work is yet another foray within the arena of photography, but rather than utilizing the camera to
create the negative or “file,” I employ the scanner.  
Digital collage is an ideal way of working because it affords me the ability to endlessly tweak the elements before and after I subject them to the scanner’s eye.  I can immediately see what I have, and what I want
to work on.  The high resolution of the scanner provides the photographic detail that I want, while also giving
me creative control over framing  as well as content.  In Photoshop I can fix minor blemishes, or significantly
transform the imported file.  Using Photoshop in conjunction with the scanner allows me to conveniently marry
the detail and “factuality” of the photograph with the flexibility and expressionistic possibilities of painting.

